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Chapter 1
Introduction
This thesis considers a semiparametric maximum likelihood (SPML)
approach for regression models when an explanatory variable contains
measurement errors. SPML means the simultaneous likelihood analysis of
regression and measurement error parameters and the nonparametric maximum
likelihood (NPML) estimation of the unspecified distribution of the imprecisely
measured explanatory variables.
Consider, for example, a problem of growth curve analysis from fisheries
biology, in which it is desired to fit a nonlinear, von Bertanlanffy growth model for
the mean fish length of the species Corvina reina, found off the coast of Costa Rica
(Mug, Gallucci, Lai. 1994). The data for doing so consist of lengths (yj) and
measured ages (w1) for 168 fish. The age measurements, obtained by counting
growth rings found in otoliths (small bones of the inner ear), are known to be
imprecise for this species. Consequently, the true ages(xe) were measured for a
subset of 17 using microincrement analysis, which is a time-consuming approach
that was impractical to use on all fish.
It is desired to estimate the regression of length on true age, which is
thought to have the form E( y I x) = O [1e°2 (X-O3)],where 9 is the asymptotic2
maximum length and02is the growth constant; with var(ylx) = a2. The data
consist of (yi,wj,xi) for I = 1,.. .,16; and (y,wj) for i = 17,.. .,168. It is reasonable to
use a normal distribution for the response and the measurement error distributions.
Let these be represented by f(y, I x1;0,a2) and I x;r), where r is the
measurement error variance. Notice that the x1's for i = 17,.. .,168 are unknown
nuisance parameters. if they are thought to come from some probability distribution
g(x) and if the measurement errors are thought to be noninformative, meaning
f(ylw,x) =f(yLx),then the log likelihood function is
16 168
1og{f(y,Ix1)}+1og{f(y,w))=
i=1 i=17
16 168
Ix1;0,a2)fIx;r)}+logff(yIx;0,a2)f(w1Ix;r)g(x)dx
i=17
A disadvantage of any approach using a specified form for g(x) is the
possible sensitivity of the conclusions to this specification. The advantage of the
SPML approach, which estimates g(x) nonparametically, is that it allows inference
for regression parameters with small loss of efficiency but with significantly
weakened assumptions.
The maximum likelihood solution to this semiparametric specification was
originally suggested, in principle, by Kiefer and Wolfowitz (1956). Its practical use
for logistic regression from case-control data with imprecise x was demonstrated by
Roeder, Carroll, and Lindsay (1996), and an algorithm for general measurement
error model regression was given by Schafer (2001).This thesis provides some computational improvements that permit the
routine use of SPML approach for regression with measurement error, illustrates
the methodology on several examples and clarifies some operating characteristics
via simulation.
A main contribution is a set of programs (written in the S-PLUS statistical
programming language) for normal linear and nonlinear regression when extra
information about the measurement error distribution is available in one of several
forms. These publicly available programs provide a means for flexible data analysis
of a wide variety of regression with measurement error problems and also permit
the further clarification of the approach via simulation.
Chapter 2 discusses the SPML approach for linear regression with
measurement error. The approach was previously proposed by Schafer (2001), but
his computations required new programs for each new data problem encountered.
Here, a fixed grid approximation for the nonparametric maximum likelihood is
used, permitting the routine computation for full and flexible linear regression
analysis with measurement errors with a single program. The flexibility is
illustrated and further simulation studies are used to indicate the behavior of the
estimators, their standard errors, and likelihood ratio inferences.
Chapter 3 explains the SPML approach for nonlinear regression with
measurement error and completes the analysis of the fisheries data problem. The
main importance of SPML analysis for nonlinear regression is that it parallels usual4
nonlinear regression analysis to a much greater degree than other efficient
approaches.
Some general conclusions are given in Chapter 4. The programs and their
help files are listed in the appendix.Chapter 2
Semiparametric Maximum Likelihood for Linear Regression with
Measurement Errors in Explanatory Variables
Eun-Young Suh
Daniel W. Schafer
Department of Statistics
Oregon State University
2.1. Abstract
Semiparametric maximum likelihood analysis allows inference in errors-in-
variables models with small loss of efficiency but with significantly weakened
assumptions. In addition since no distributional assumptions are made for the
nuisance parameters, the analysis more nearly parallels that for usual regression.
These highly desirable features and the high degree of modelling flexibility
permitted, warrant the development of the approach for routineuse. We do so, in
this paper, for the special case of multiple linear regresssion withmeasurement
errors in one explanatory variable. A useable and flexible computational approach
is developed, the analysis is exhibited on some examples, and finite sample
properties of estimates, approximate standard errors, and likelihood ratio inference
are clarified with simulation.
Key words: EM algorithm, Errors-in-variables, Internal replication, Internalvalidation, Measurement error model regression, Nonparametric maximum
likelihood, Semiparametric maximum likelihood, Structural model
2.2. Introduction
The statistical problem of regression with measurement errors in
explanatory variables contains a number of difficulties that hinder the
implementation of a universal program for everyday use. Among these are the need
to incorporate various different kinds of extra information, the need to choose
methodology to appropriately balance efficiency and robustness in any particular
problem, and the desire for an approach that is as transparent as possible. The first
of these difficulties is unavoidable. A promising approach for dealing with the
second and third, though, is semiparametric maximum likelihood (SPML) (Roeder,
Carroll, and Lindsay, 1996; Schafer 2001; and Aitkin and Rocci, 2001). SPML
means the simultaneous likelihood analysis of regression and measurement error
parameters and the nonparametric maximum likelihood (NPML) estimation of the
unspecified distribution of the imprecisely measured explanatory variables. Recent
advances in asymptotic theory suggest that the profile likelihood obtained by
profiling out the nuisance parameters with nonparametric maximum likelihood has
the same asymptotic properties as a profile likelihood based on parametric profiling
(Murphy and van der Vaart, 2000). Simulations indicate that SPML estimatorsare
highly efficient relative to maximum likelihood based on the correct distributional
specification (Schafer 2001). Since this is true whatever that distribution is, there isan important built-in robustness with respect to this historically problematic model
component. Furthermore, the absence of a requirement to specify a distribution for
the true values of the imprecisely measured explanatory variables makes the
approach simpler to apply than full structural maximum likelihood and usable in a
manner that more closely resembles usual regression analysis.
Schafer (2001) provided an EM algorithm for SPML in this problem, which
made use of existing routines that would be appropriate in the absence of
measurement error, applied to augmented data. This made the approach easily
programmable. But because model-specific derivatives were required, no universal
program resulted. Since the SPML seems so promising for such a wide variety of
measurement error regression problems, our goal has been to devise general
programs, which in input and output parallel existing regression programs as much
as possible. In this paper we combine Schafer's technique with the Roeder et al.
(1996) fixed-grid approximation for the NPML part of the problem. The results are
much faster convergence and an easy to use program for routine use.
A contribution of this work is the clarification of the adequacy of the fixed
grid approximation and a set of programs for normal linear regression with a
normally-distributed measurement error when extra information about the
measurement error variance is available in one of the following ways: known
measurement error variance, an independent estimate of measurement error
variance based on some degrees of freedom, replicate measurements on a subset of
cases, and true values available on a subset of cases. Section 3 discusses the modelsconsidered and the rationale of the SPML approach when there is a single
explanatory variable with measurement error. Section 4 shows the modification
associated with additional explanatory variables, free of measurement error.
Section 6 illustrates the use on two examples. Section 7 discusses the
computational behavior and related issues.
2.3. SPML for Linear Regression with Measurement Error
2.3.1. Introduction
Suppose, for this section, that interest is in the regression of y on a single
explanatory variable x, which is observed imprecisely through a measurement w. It
is desired to estimate the regression parameters in the response distribution, with
densityf(ylx; e') say, from n independent pairs (y,,wi).It is often reasonable to
specify the family of distributions for the response and for the measurement error
distribution, the density of which is f(w!x;92).Various errors-in-variables
procedures differ, however, in the treatment of the unobservedx.Since these
variables are unknowns that appear in the model, they constitute a set of n nuisance
parameters. While functional model approaches attempt to simultaneously estimate
the unknown x's and the other parameters, structural model approaches specify a
probability distribution for x as a means to reduce the number of nuisance
parameters.The structural likelihood function is based on the joint density of the
observed random variables, y and w. If it is supposed thatf(ylr,w)=f (ylx) (that is,
that the measurement error is independent of the response) then this density is
obtained from the specified models by integrating outx in the following way:
f(y1,wj;6)=ff(y x;91)f(w Ix;02)f(x;63)dx. (1)
Wheref(x;93)is the marginal density for x.
We will not discuss the full likelihood analysis basedon this structural model
further, except to note that:
(i) there are important advantages to using likelihood analysis if the three
probability distributions can be accurately specified, principally in efficiency and
superior accuracy of likelihood ratio tests (Higdon and Schafer, 2001); (ii)
likelihood analysis is especially appealing for incorporating extra information about
the measurement error distribution, since it efficiently and automatically
incorporates the information from the different pieces of the data set, withouta
need for ad hoc adjustment; (iii) there is concern, however, about robustness,
especially with respect to the distribution of x; and (iv) the computational
difficulties and the data analytic requirement to explore the model forx make this
approach somewhat unappealing as an "everyday" approach.
Kiefer and Wolfowitz (1956) suggested leaving the distribution ofx
unspecified and estimating it by nonparametric maximum likelihood. Although
they did not provide a computational method, they did show that the resulting10
estimator of the structural parameter is consistent. With the computational
clarification for this technique by Laird (1978) and Lindsay (1983), Kiefer and
Wolfowitz (NPML) estimators have been used for many important nuisance
parameter problems (see Lindsay and Lesperance, 1995, for a review). Roeder,
Carroll, and Lindsay (1996) applied the idea to logistic regression from case-
control studies with imprecisely measured explanatory variables and pointed out
that the method was applicable more generally. Schafer (2001) provided a general
algorithm for SPML analysis of linear, generalized linear, and nonlinear regression
models with mismeasured explanatory variables. Aitkin and Rocci (2001)
considered it for generalized linear models with measurement errors.
Computations for semiparametric likelihood analysis of (1), whenf(x) is
unspecified, are equivalent to those for full likelihood analysis when the density of
(y1,w,)iStaken to be
f(y,w;O)=kf(yIIx;O)f(wI 1x;92), (2)
in which the masses,x = (ir ...... 2rK),the support points,x' = (x...... x),and the
number of support points, K, are additional parameters to be estimated; and where
the ; ssum to 1 (e.g. Laird, 1978).
Notice that this is a finite mixture model. Useful computing algorithms for
this model involve some combination of the EM Algorithm and vertex direction
methods. The basic idea of vertex direction methods for estimating g(x) (for fixed
values of the other parameters) is as follows. Supposeis a "current estimate of11
g(x) and that g --a vertex--is the probability measure that puts all its mass at i. A
convex combination ofand g can be considered as an updated estimate of g(x):
(1 )L)+)i.g,where A is the step length. The vertex direction algorithms update
the estimate of g by choosing a suitable vertex and step length.
At the heart of the choice for vertex is the gradient function. if g is the
probability measure that places mass irk at x for k=1,...K, then the gradient
function of g at a pointis
K
f(y1,wIi,O)irkf(y,wI 1x;9)
Dg()= K
,=1 irkf(Yj,WjIXk;O)
k=1 J
Theoretical results that characterize the maximum likelihood estimator of g(x) in
tenns of the gradient function were provided by Lindsay (1983). In particular, if
is the maximum likelihood estimate of g(x) then D()0 for all i, and
D1 (x) =0 for every support point x of .A review of reliable maximum
likelihood algorithms for semiparametric mixture models, largely based on these
results, was given by Bohning (1995).
We wish to discuss the merits of the four following computational
approaches:
(I) K-stepping EM Algorithm
a. For fixed K, update the parameters in the mixturemodel(O,,r,x*)
with the EM Algorithm.12
b. Increase K by 1. Go to step a and repeat until parameter estimates
and maximized likelihood converge.
(II) Vertex Assisted EM Algorithm.
a. For x fixed at its current estimated value, update the parameters
in the finite mixture model (9,ir) using the EM Algorithm.
b. For 9 fixed at its current estimated value, increase the number of
support points by 1, by including in x the x that maximizes
D(x). Go to step a.
(ifi) ISDM and EM.
a. For jr andx*fixedat their current values, update 9 using the EM
Algorithm.
b. For 9 fixed at its current estimated value, update the estimates of
r and x' with a fast vertex method, such as the intra simplex
direction method (ISDM). Go to step a.
(IV) Fixed grid approximation.
a. Establish a dense grid spanning the range of x:
b. Estimate (9,ir) using the EM Algorithm with this grid of support
points.
For method (II) and (ifi), convergence ofis achieved whenD (1)0
for all possible support points i andD(x)=0 for all included support points x.13
The use of the EM Algorithm for maximum likelihood estimation of
parameters in a finite mixture model is well known (eg. Redner and Walker, 1984).
It is particularly convenient for updating O here since the computations are those
for weighted linear least squares applied to augmented data, and thus can make use
of existing routines. It is not surprising that this method is rather slow. Of more
concern, however, is the difficulty in determining convergence. The estimates creep
along at successive iterations and the algorithm may stop because of lack of
progress in increasing the likelihood rather that attainment of the maximum.
The rationale for computational approach (4) is that one can think of
approximating the set ofallprobability measures for x by the set of all probability
measures on an approximating grid,Xrjd.Roeder, et a! (1996) used this approach
and found the savings in computation time to be considerable in their application.
We have come to similar conclusions here, although for ill-conditioned problems
the EM Algorithm has some difficulty in locating the global maximum. A practical
advantage of the fixed grid approach is that it is very transparent.
2.3.2. Fixed grid estimation when parameters in measurement error
distribution are known
Suppose for now that the parameters in the measurement error distribution,
2'are known. The EM Algorithm for maximum likelihood estimation of a finite
mixture model (e.g. Redner and Walker, 1984) applied to (2) with fixed K and x
involves the updating of parameters at thetthiteration by the following:14
Find 6'that maximizes pl(91;y, 1x) (3)
1=1 k=1
'7
Compute ir''> as In,fork =l,...,K, (4)
i=I
where1(O; y. I x)iSthe response log likelihood for case i, logf(y1L; 0 i), evaluated
atx=x,and
ir'>f(y Ix;;0)f(w, Ix;0>)
P,kK (5)
(t) 2rf(y. ; ;9(1) )f(w, Xk'2 )
k=l
This latter quantity may be thought of as the estimated probability that
x= ; conditional on y andw1and with unknown parameters taken to be their
estimated values at iteration t. Practically, then, each iteration involves the
computations in (4) and (5) and the maximization of (3), which isa weighted log
likelihood function of the form that would be applicable for the regression ofy on
x, but applied to the augmented data(y1,x,)for i = 1,.. .,n; k = 1,.. .,K. This final
fact is one of the reasons why this algorithm is particularly convenient; modelsmay
be specified by the user in the same way as for usual regression, and then passed
through for use in the weighted regression of (3).
If the response distribution is taken to be normal, the fixed grid approach
involves the following simple algorithm:
(0) Initialization
a. Construct the fixed grid x' = (xj,...,Xk)spanning the range of x.15
b. Choose initial estimates of ir and 6.
(1) Repeat until convergence:
a. Update the weight pfrom (5).
b. Form the augmented vector5as K copies of y and i by combining n
copies of each element ofx*.
c. Update01by the weighted least squares regression ofon 1 with
weightsp)
Notes: (1) Roeder et al. (1996) found the fixed-grid estimates to adequateiy
approximate the true SPMLEs if the grid is sufficiently dense, and that a grid
spacing of no more than SD(wlx)/5 was satisfactory in their investigations. To
select fixed grid points, we estimateE(xiw)and var(xlw) based on a simplifying
normal assumption for x and construct the grid with end points mm{ E(xlw) }
2SD(xlw) and max{E(xlw)}+2SD(xlw) such that the grid spacing is SD(wL)/5. (2)
To get initial estimates of01,we use regression-calibration; that is, by regressing '
on the estimate of E(xlw). (3) It is clear that this algorithm can be modified very
simply to handle any particular distributions forftylx) andj(wlx). (4) An advantage
of step (1) c is that available programs and fitting options can be used.
2.4. Modification, When There Are Replicate Measurements
It is well known that iff(yL),f(w1r),andf(x) are all normal densities then
there are six parameters but only five components in the minimal sufficient16
statistic. The parameters are not identifiable without extra information. For other
distributional assumptions in the simple linear regression with measurementerror
model the parameters are identifiable (Reiersol, 1950). While Aitkin and Rocci
(2001) have tried to exploit this theoretical result to provide inference in non-
normal models without extra information, this paper adopts the more conventional
view that some extra information is needed to practically resolve the parameters of
interest. In this section the extra information takes the form of replicate
measurements on a subset of observations.
With the EM algorithm the updating of parameters°2in the measurement
error distribution is accomplished in a step separate from that for O. The following
are the modifications associated with the algorithm in Section 2.2 when
2is
unknown but when replicate measurements are available on a subset of cases.
(0) b: Also choose an initial estimate of02.
nK
p{(w1, _X)2 +R1(w2, _X;)2}
(1) d: Update
2by
1=1 k=1
nK
p(1+R1)
1=1 k=I
wherew1is a vector of measurements,w2is a vector of replicate measurements and
Ris 1 if there is a replicate measurement for observation i, and 0 otherwise.
2.5. Additional Explanatory Variables
Suppose that z is a vector of additional explanatory variables free oferror
and the response density isJ(yjx,z; 0). Treating z as fixed at its observed value, all17
the densities in the full likelihood, (1), must havez in the conditioning statement.
As in Schafer (2001) we use a semiparametric model for j(xlz) by
supposingxy 'z + e,wherey is a vector of unknown regression coefficients and
is a random variable with densityg(e),unspecified.
In this case,xin (2) is replaced byx = y z, +e where thee: 's are the K
support points for the distribution ofe.The updating of the estimate ofy at the tth
iteration may be accomplished with a conditional maximizationstep, holding other
parameters fixed at their current estimated values (ECM algorithm, Meng and
Rubin, 1993). The updated estimate is the value that maximizes
(*)
If the regression ofy on x and z is linear inx then this is a weighted least squares
formula. To retain the generality that we wish inour program particularly to easily
permit polynomial and product terms in x, however,we choose to update y with a
quasi-Newton optimizer.
The following are the modifications associated with the algorithmin section
2.3. when there are additional explanatory variables free oferror.
(0) a: Instead ofx*construct e to be K-equally-space points covering therange of
likely values of e.
b: Choose initial estimates of 6 from the regression ofy on x and z.
(1) e: Updatey to maximize (*)18
Notes: As in Notes in section 2.2. (1) O can be obtained by the least squares
regression ofy on an estimate of E(xlw,z) and z. (2) e are taken to be K-equally-
space points from min{E(eIw,z)}- 2SD(t.Iw,z)to max{E(e w,z)} + 2SD(e Jw,z)
where the expectation and standard deviation are replaced by their estimates, based
on e normal.
2.6. Examples
2.6.1. Nitrogen and Corn yield
Fuller (1987, Tables 1.2.1, 3.1.1) demonstrated an example in which the
yield of corn has a simple linear regression on soil nitrogen, which is measured
with error. There were 11 sites with single measurements of soil nitrogen and an
additional 25 with two measurements each. The model of interest here can be
written as:
I x.N(fl0 +fl1x1,a1)and w,,xN(x,a)wherej = 1 for i = 1,.. .,1 1; and]
= 1, 2 for i = 12,.. . ,36. All measurement errors are assumed to be independent of
one another.
The table below shows the estimated slope and 95% confidence interval
using naïve least squares, a modified method of moments (Fuller, 1987), maximum
likelihood assuming normality for x, and SPML.
Normal probability plots are shown in Figure 1 for the differencesw21-w11
for those observations with replicates. The normality of the differences would19
indicate normality of the measurement error. The assumptionseems reasonable
based on this plot. In Figure 2 is a normal probability plot of the firstmeasurements
for all 36 observations.
95% confidence interval
Naïve .405 .27 .54
Method of moments .493 .32 .68
Normal Maximum likelihood .495 .32 .70
SPML .468 .31 .64
It is not surprising that the method of moments estimate is similar to normal
maximum likelihood. Although not exactly the same for this version of the
problem--with replicate measurements--the method of moments estimator is the
same as the "everything normal" maximum likelihood estimator in some versions.
Simulations seem to indicate poorer efficiency of method of moments for
nonnormal x (Schafer and Purdy, 1996). More importantly, the inferences provided
by the approximate normality of estimates and their standarderrors can be
misleading (Schafer and Purdy, 1996). The more accurate likelihood ratio inference
and the theoretical efficiency of likelihood analysis, particularly in automatically
incorporating the information from partial replication and other types of extra
information, are appealing. But the computations and extra data analysis involved
when x is nonnormal are not met with great enthusiasm.Figure 1. Normal probability plot for the differencesW2i-WIi
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The SPML approach permits likelihood ratio inference, and simulations in
various measurement error and related problems indicate that it retains a high
degree of efficiency. The extra data analysis--in exploring the distribution of x-- is
no longer necessary. To the extent that the fixed-grid approximation is adequate,
the computations are substantially simpler than full likelihood analysis. No
numerical integration is required and the level of computational sophistication is
roughly the same as for fitting a mixture of normals. One of the questions that must
be addressed here, therefore, is the extent to which the transparent fixed-grid
approach approximates the exact SPML analysis.
For the corn yield data, the suggested number of support points, using the
Roeder et al. rule, is 57. To further explore the adequacy of the approximation and
the sensitivity to choice of K, the table below shows results for the exact SPML and
for fixed grids with different numbers of support points. The naïve estimatesare
those obtained by ignoring measurement error.
Fixedgrid approximateSPML
CoefficientsSPMLK=30 K=50K=57 K =100 Naïve
$ 65 66 66 66 66 69.5
SE 11 14 20 21 25 5
0.47 0.47 0.46 0.46 0.47 0.41
SE 0.10 0.10 0.09 0.09 0.10 0.07
The differences between SPML and all the grid approximations are quite small
relative to the standard errors. The adequacy of the standard errors for /3 (obtained
by taking the likelihood ratio statistic for the hypothesis that the coefficient iszero22
as an approximation to the Wald statistic for the same hypothesis, and solving for
the standard error, as in Aitkin; 1999) remains somewhat unresolved. At this point
we do not know if this is due to the fixed grid approximation or a general problem
with this approach for standard errors.
2.6.2. Hubble's constant
Schafer (2001) discussed the regression of recession velocity (y) on distance
from earth (x), from 211 galaxies with imprecisely measured distances (w). In this
problem it is appropriate to model the regression as quadratic in x, and yet specify
the measurement error model for log(x): ylx - N( /3x+$,x2, log(w)L -
N(log(x),Og(>x).Hubble's Constant is /3. Taking the measurement error
varianceYg(w)xto be its presumed value of .04, and treating this as known, the
Roeder rule suggests K114 grid points. The results for this and other choices are
shown along with the true SPMLE and the naïve estimates below.
Fixed grid approximate SPML
Coefficients SP1/IL K=SOK =100K =114K=125K =150Naïve
50.951.453.7 55.2 54.8 53.8 101.4
SE 9.4 7.0 8.1 8.5 8.4 8.1 4.3
1.88 1.89 1.74 1.62 1.65 1.73-0.83
SE 0.260.340.31 0.30 0.30 0.310.1723
The next table shows similar results, but when the value of .04 is taken to be
an external estimate ofag()Xwith a distribution that is a multiple of a chi-square
on 10 degrees of freedom:
Fixed grid approximate SPML
CoefficientsK =50 K =100K =114 K =125K =150Naïve
54.4 49.1 45.5 45.4 43.1 101.4
SE 10.0 9.1 8.1 7.8 8.1 4.3
P2 1.52 1.89 2.15 2.17 2.32-0.83
SE 0.25 0.29 0.32 0.32 0.34 0.17
The fluctuations in estimates due to choice ofKare small relative to the
standard errors, at least forKin the vicinity of the one suggested by the Roeder rule
that grid spacing should not exceed SD(wlx)/5.
2.7.Simulation Study
Simulated samples were used to further examine the adequacy of the fixed-
grid approximation to the true SPML. Samples of size 100 were simulated
according to a model matching the corn yield example, but with a larger
measurement error variance (so that the reliability, var(x)/var(w), is .5) and with
true x's generated from a normal distribution. Since the calculation of the true
SPML is too lengthy to include in simulations, we calculated it for fixed K's of 5,
10, and 20 (but with support points,x,estimated). For the fixed-grid24
approximation, K was chosen to be the smallest integer with grid spacing less
than a/ 5. (Further details about determination of the grid endpointsappear in the
appendix.) The results, for 100 simulated samples, follow:
Estimated support points True
K=5 K=1OK=20Fixed gridMLE
Relative bias (Bias 1/3) 0.11 0.15 0.15 0.08 0.04
RelativeMSE(MSE//32)0.09 0.13 0.13 0.09 0.06
These and other unreported simulations suggest that the fixed-grid result,as
claimed by Roeder et al. (1996) in a slightly different context, doesseem to provide
an adequate approximation to the SPMLE. That the SPML has a mean squared
error that is about 50% greater than that of the true MLE is consistent with the
findings of Schafer (2001). In his simulations the SPMLEwas more efficient that
the method of moments estimator and outperformed the MLE basedon presumed
normality of x when x was generated from non-normal distributions.
Another simulation study is presented to demonstrate the efficiency of the
semiparametric maximum likelihood estimator with fixed grid pointsto the full
maximum likelihood estimator based on the correct distributional assumptions and
also to demonstrate the results of hypothesis testing thatone of coefficients is zero
with Wald test (Wald) and Likelihood Ratio test (LRT). Samplesof size 100 were
simulated according to a model matching thecorn yield example with true x'sgenerated from a normal distribution. The results, for 1000 simulated samples,
follow:
Relative bias (Bias 1$)
Relative MSE (MSE /
Percent of samples for which true /3
> upper limit of 95% CI
<lower limit of 95% CI
Relative bias (Bias 1/3)
Relative MSE (MSE I
Percent of samples for which true /3
> upper limit of 95% CI
<lower limit of 95% CI
2.8. Conclusions
(a) measurement error variance 60
Fixed grid True MLE
0.0174 0.0126
0.0171 0.0153
WaldLRT WaldLRT
5.22.6 3.32.8
2.32.4 2.33.1
(b) measurement error variance120
Fixed grid True MLE
0.047 1 0.0178
0.0436 0.028
WaldLRT WaldLRT
9.87.6 3.2 1.4
2.64.0 2.63.7
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Roeder et ad. (1996) used SPML with calculations based on the fixed-grid
approximation for logistic regression from a case-control study with measurement
errors in explanatory variables, and suggested that the method was applicable moregenerally. In this paper we have clarified its use for the simpler problem of linear
regression with measurement errors. While there still remain questions about
computation, efficiency and robustness, we believe that what is known so far
makes SPML an attractive and flexible approach for regression with explanatory
variable imprecision. We have constructed S-PLUS programs (available at
osu.orst.edu/dept/statistics/people/schafer/routines) based on the fixed-grid
approximation, for several types of extra information. Further work will involve
techniques for accelerating convergence, studying the adequacy of the likelihood
ratio inferences and the approximate standard errors, further studying efficiency
and robustness, extending the programs to nonlinear regression and generalized
linear models, and further attempting to make the analysis parallel to that in usual
regression.
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2.10. Appendix
Algorithm Details for the Case of Known Measurement Error Variance
Some computational details are reported here for the model in Section 3,
with known measurement error variance a,.The modifications to allow for other
kinds of information follow directly from Schafer (2001). To convey the
computational choices involved and the relativeease of use, it is convenient to
display thecallto our S-PLUS function:28
lm.meas(yformula, mismeasured, data, variance, xformula= NULL, K=
NULL, rel.conv = .0001, maxit=500)
Required arguments: yformula is a formula that specifies the linear
regression of y on x and z, but with the variable name for w, the measurement ofx,
substituted for x; mismeasured specifies the name of the variable that contains
the measurement of x; data is a data frame in which to interpret the variables
named in the formulas; variance is the measurement error variance.
Optional arguments: xformula is a formula that specfies the linear
regression of x on z, again with the variable name for the measurement of x
substituted for x, and with default being a constant; K is the number of grid points;
rel.conv is the relative convergence criterion; and maxit is the maximum number
of iterations.
Starting values. Regression of x on z: An initial estimate of the regression
coefficients is from the least squares regression of w onz. Let ftc andresrepresents
the vectors of fitted values and residuals from this regression. Regression ofy on x
and z: An estimate of regression coefficients is obtained by the least squares
regression of y on an estimate of E(xlw,z) and z. The estimate of E(xlw,z) may be
obtained as fit+ R* res,where R is the estimated reliability: { MSE(res )-
Q1}JMSE(res).This is the maximum likelihood estimator (and the regression
calibration estimator) under the assumption that the distribution ofe is normal. Let
res) represent the vector of residuals from this regression. An initial estimate of
is MSE(res>).Grid points. The fixed support points for the nonparametric29
maximum likelihood estimation of s,e;,are taken to beKequally-spaced points
covering the range of likely values of £. The range is taken to be mm{ E(I w, z) }
2SD(e w,z) to max{ E(I w, z) } + 2SD(s w,z) where the expectation and standard
deviation are replaced by their estimates, based on s normal: Rxres,and
jMSE(res)x(1-R).Following Roeder et al. (1996),Kis chosen (as a default) so
that the gap between adjacent points is a/5. Support masses. The values ofir,are
initially taken to be.1/K + .9Pa.,where p, is the proportion of estimated values of
E(e I w,z) that are closer toethan to any other grid point.
Updating parameter estimates at iteration t+1. Equations (3), (4), and (5)
show how to update the estimates of all parameters excepty. For the normal linear
regression model, equation (3) involves the weighted least squares estimates from
the augmented data (y,,z,) i = 1,. . . ,n; k = 1,. . .,K;wherext)=yz, +e.The
estimation of y is accomplished with a quasi-newton optimizer, with other
parameters fixed at their current esimated values.
Tests and standard errors. The routine calculates the likelihood ratio test
that each coefficient equal to zero, by fitting reduced models without each term.
The standard errors of estimated coefficients are calculated as the parameter
estimates divided by the square roots of their likelihood ratio statistics. This
approach is based on the Wald test statistic approximating the likelihood ratio
statistic.30
Chapter 3
Semiparametric Maximum Likelihood Analysis for Nonlinear Regression with
Measurement Errors in x
Eun-Young Suh
Daniel W. Schafer
Department of Statistics
Oregon State University
3.1. Abstract
Semiparametric maximum likelihood analysis allows inference in errors-in-
variables models with small loss of efficiency relative to full likelihood analysis but
with significantly weakened assumptions. In addition since no distributional
assumptions are made for the nuisance parameters, the analysis more nearly
parallels that for usual regression. These highly desirable features and the high
degree of modeling flexibility permitted warrant the development of the approach
for routine use. This paper does so for the special cases of nonlinear regresssion
with measurement errors in one explanatory variable. A transparent and flexible
computational approach is developed; the analysis is exhibited on an example from
fisheries biology; and finite sample properties of estimates, approximate standard
errors, and likelihood ratio inference are clarified with simulation.31
Key words: EM algorithm, Errors-in-variables, Internal replication, Internal
validation, Measurement error model regression, Nonparametric maximum
likelihood, Structural model
3.2. Introduction
This paper presents a semiparametric maximum likelihood (SPML)
approach for inference of nonlinear regression models when an explanatory
variable, X, contains measurement errors. A structural model is employed, in which
the response distribution and the measurement error distribution are taken to be
normal. The true X's are also assumed to be random, but with unspecified
probability distribution
The maximum likelihood solution to this semiparametric specification was
originally suggested, in principle, by Kiefer and Wolfowitz (1956). Its practical use
for logistic regression from case-control data was demonstrated by Roeder, Carroll,
and Lindsay (1996), and algorithms for general measurement error model
regression were given by Schafer (2001) and Aitkin and Rocci (2001). This paper
provides some computational improvements that permit the routine use of the
approach for nonlinear regression with measurement error, illustrates the
methodology on an example of growth curve estimation from fisheries biology, and
clarifies some operating characteristics via simulation.
The attractiveness of this approach is that it allows inference for regression
parameters with small loss of efficiency but with significantly weakened32
assumptions. Further, because there is no need to investigate or specify the
distribution of the unknown, true X, and because the computations make use of
existing routines, the application of the method is straightforward and parallels the
usual nonlinear least squares analysis, except that it also requires specification of
the necessary additional information about the measurement error distribution
(known or estimated measurement error variance, internal validation data, or
internal replication data).
This work was motivated by a fish growth modeling analysis using
imprecise measurements of fish age (Mug, Gallucci and Lai, 1994). It is desired to
fit a nonlinear, von Bertalanffy growth model for the mean fish length of the
species Corvina reina, found off the coast of Costa Rica. The data for doing so
consist of lengths and measured ages for 168 fish. The age measurements, obtained
by counting growth rings found in otoliths (small bones of the inner ear) are known
to be imprecise for this species. Consequently, the true ages were measured for a
subset of 17 fish using microincrement analysis, which is a time-consuming
approach that was impractical to use on all fish.
Several approaches for nonlinear regression with measurement error have
been proposed previously. Armstrong (1985), Rosner et al (1989) and Carroll et al
(1995), among others, have suggested replacing X by an estimate of E(XIW) in a
usual analysis, where W is the measurement. This has come to be known as the
regression calibration method. It is popular due to its transparency, but appropriate
standard errors and inferential techniques are hard to come by and the method is33
most adequate for small measurement errors or for regression models that are
nearly linear in X. Another easy to use approach is simulation extrapolation
(SIMEX). SIMEX estimates are obtained by adding additional simulated
measurement error to the data, establishing a trend of estimates as a multiple, C, of
the standard deviation of the added measurement error, and extrapolating this trend
back to C= -1; that is, to the case of subtracted measurement error (Cook and
Stefanski, 1995, Carroll, Huchenhoff, Lombard and Stefanski, 1996, Stefanski and
Cook, 1996 and Carroll et al, 1995, pp79-lO6). This method is vely easy to
program, and bootstrap inferences are possible; but there is some concern about
efficiency, especially when incorporating extra information about the measurement
error distribution. Other related work on nonlinear regression with measurement
errors includes Carroll and Wand (1991), Pepe and Fleming (1991), Sepanski and
Carroll (1993), Lee and Sepanski (1995) and Sepanski and Lee (1995).
Structural model likelihood analysis is also a possibility, in which full
distributional assumptions are specified for the response, the measurement error,
and the unobserved true value of the explanatory variable. Parametric approaches
tend to be more efficient and less robust than those based on weaker assumptions,
but it is difficult to make any general statements about the tradeoffs. An important
issue, though, is that inferences based on approximate normality of estimators and
standard errors can be substantially less reliable than likelihood ratio inferences
(Fuller, 1987, Section 2.5.1; Schafer and Purdy (1996); and Higdon and Schafer,34
2001). Nevertheless, the difficult programming and the need for such strong
parametric assumptions are somewhat unappealing.
The SPML approach retains the advantages of likelihood analysis but
without the need for the most unpleasant of the parametric specifications: the
distribution of the true explanatory variable. Algorithms for the joint maximum
likelihood estimation of the structural parameters and the nonparametric maximum
likelihood estimation of this distribution were given by Schafer (2001) and by
Aitkin and Rocci (2001) for a general regression with measurement error model.
This paper considers the SPML approach for nonlinear regression analysis,
which deserves particular attention because of the lack of practical alternatives. The
contribution here is a computational algorithm for routine use, a demonstration on
the fisheries example, and a simulation study of the behavior of the SPML
inferences for a particular growth curve model.
Section 2 discusses the model considered and the SPML approach when
there is a single explanatory variable with measurement error. Section 3 and 4
illustrate SPML calculations. Section 5 shows the fish growth example. Section 6
discusses the computational behavior, and Section 7 provides some conclusions.
3.3. Model
Let y be a univariate response variable, x, a univariate explanatory variable,
and w1a measurement of x1, for i = 1,. . . ,n. Suppose the conditional distribution of y
given x1and w does not depend on w1and suppose the density functions for the35
response, the measurement error, and the marginal distribution of X are represented
byf(y11x1; 0), f(wIx,, 02) and g(x1). Particular attention is given here to the case that
the response distribution is normal so that O contains the parameters in the
nonlinear regression model and a variance. This paper focuses primarily on a
normal distribution for W given X, in which E(WIX) = X, so that02is simply the
measurement error variance. The marginal distribution of X is unspecified. Many
extensions of this model are straightforward, as detailed in the conclusions.
It is of interest to make inferences about 0 when x, is unavailable for some
or all of the observations. Two situations will be considered explicitly:
Situation 1: Known measurement error standard deviation.
Suppose that random variables indexed by different i's are independent of one
another, that observations consist of the pairs (yj,Wj), and that 0, is presumed
known. Then the log likelihood function is
Ix;02)g(x)dx (1)
This situation is used to illustrate the basic approach. The modifications associated
with more realistic extra information about the measurement error distribution--an
external estimate of measurement error variance, internal validation data, and
internal replication--are straightforward (see Schafer, 2001).
Situation 2: Internal validation data.
For this case, which will be used for the growth curve example, suppose that
random variables indexed by different i's are independent of one another, that36
observations (y,xj,wj) are available for i = 1,.. . ,n,,and that observations(y,,w,)are
available fori = n,+l,.. .,n.The log likelihood function is
+
t Ix;92)g(x)dx (2)
i=nv+I
3.4. SPML Calculations when Measurement Error Variance is Known
Lindsay (1983) showed that one can find a maximum likelihood
estimate (x) of g(x) in the class of discrete probability mass functions withnor
fewer points of support. Computations for maximum likelihood estimation of (1),
therefore, are equivalent to those for full likelihood analysis when the density of
(y,w,)istaken to be 2rkf(yI Ix; ;8)f (w,x;;e,) ,in which the masses,ir=(ir,..., irK),
the support points,x = (x,..., x;),and the number of support points, K, are
additional parameters to be estimated; and where theirkssum to 1 (e.g. Laird,
1978, and Lindsay and Lesperance, 1995).
Notice that this is a finite mixture model. Useful computing algorithms for
this model involve some combination of the EM Algorithm and vertex direction
methods. The basic idea of vertex direction methods for estimating g(x) (for fixed
values of the other parameters) is as follows. Supposeis a 'current" estimate of
g(x) and that g --a vertex--is the probability measure that puts all its mass at -A37
convex combination ofand g can be considered as an updated estimate of g(x):
(1 +Ag;, where A is the step length. The vertex direction algorithms update
the estimate of g by choosing a suitable vertex and step length. At the heart of the
choice for vertex is the gradient function. If g is the probability measure that places
mass Irk at x,then the gradient function of g at a point i is
K
If(y1,wIi,O);f(y1,w 1x;O) I
Dg()= K
k=1
i=I IIrkf(Yi,wi 1x;O)
]
Theoretical results that characterize the maximum likelihood estimator of g(x) in
terms of the gradient function were provided by Lindsay (1983). In particular, if
is the maximum likelihood estimate of g(x) then D(.)0 for all i, and
D1 (x) =0 for every support point;of .A review of reliable maximum
likelihood algorithms for semiparametric mixture models, largely based on these
results, was given by Bohning (1995).
We wish to discuss the four following computational approaches:
(1) K-stepping EM Algorithm
a. For fixed K, update the parameters in the mixture model (9, ,r,x*)
with the EM Algorithm.
b. Increase K by 1. Go to step a and repeat until parameter estimates
and maximized likelihood converges.
(2)Vertex assisted EM Algorithm.38
a. For x fixed at its current estimated value, update the parameters
in the finite mixture model (O,ir) using the EM Algorithm.
b. For0fixed at its current estimated value, increase the number of
support points by 1, by including in x the x that maximizes
D(x).Go to step a.
(3) ISDM and EM.
a. For r andx*fixedat their current values, update0using the EM
Algorithm.
b. For0fixed at its current estimated value, update the estimate of
g(x) with a fast vertex method, such as the intra simplex direction
method (ISDM). Go to step a.
(4) Fixed grid approximation.
a. Establish a dense grid spanning the range of x:
b. Estimate (0,7r) using the EM Algorithm with this grid of support
points.
For method (2) and (3), convergence is achieved whenD (i)0 for all
possible support points i andD (x)=0 for all included support points x.
The use of the EM Algorithm for maximum likelihood estimation of
parameters in a finite mixture model is well known (eg. Redner and Walker, 1984).
It is particularly convenient for updating0here since the computations are those
for weighted non-linear least squares applied to augmented data, and thus can make39
use of existing routines. This step will be discussed in more detail below. For fixed
K, the EM algorithm can be used to update all parameters. Schafer (2001) and
Aitkin and Rocci (2001) used computational procedure (1) with slightly different
criteria for convergence. It is not surprising that this method is rather slow. Of more
concern, however, is the difficulty in determining convergence. The estimates creep
along at successive iterations and the algorithm may stop because of lack of
progress in increasing the likelihood rather that attainment of the maximum. The
rationale for computational approach (4) is that one can think of approximating the
set of all probability measures for x by the set of all probability measures on an
approximating grid,XTId.Roeder, et al (1996) used this approach and found the
savings in computation time to be considerable in their application. We have come
to similar conclusions here, although for ill-conditioned problems the EM
Algorithm has some difficulty in locating the global maximum.
In the fixed grid approximation K and x are determined by the grid. The EM
Algorithm for maximum likelihood estimation of a finite mixture model (e.g.
Redner and Walker, 1984) applied to (2) with fixed K and x 's, involves the
updating of parameters at theiteration by the following:
FindØf)that maximizes
Compute ,r,t'asp1n,
p1(91;y1 1x) (3)
i=l k=1
fork=1,...,K, (4)
where l(6; y.Ix)is the response log likelihood for case i, logf ( y, Lx; 81),evaluated
atx-x,and40
(r) rtf(y1I;9)f(w, I; 9(t))
P,k K
x;;o:'>)f(w, I
(5)
This latter quantity may be thought of as the estimated probability that
= ; conditional on y and w, and with unknown parameters taken to be their
estimated values at iteration t. Practically, then, each iteration involves the
computations in (4) and (5) and the maximization of (3), which is a weighted log
likelihood function of the augmented data (y,for i = 1,.. . ,n;k = 1,..,K. This
last step may be accomplished by weighted non linear least squares on the
augmented data, with weights given by (5).
3.5. SPML Calculations with Internal Validation Data
Suppose that exact values of X are available on a subset of observationsso that
(yi,wi,xj) are observed for i = 1,..., n while only(y,,w1)are observed for i = n,+1,...,
n. The fixed grid approximation for semiparametric maximum likelihood
estimation involves the updating of parameters at thetthiteration by the following:
Find that maximizes p> logf(y1x, ;O)+plog f(y I x ;O)}
Find thatmaximizes{pJogf(w,Ix;82)+ p>logf(lx;82)}
i.n.+I
Compute r'as In, fork = 1,...,K,
where1(8k;y. I x) is the response log likelihood for case i, logf(y1 Ix;91), evaluated41
at x= x, 1(02; w1I;) is log f(x;62) evaluated at x=x, and
Jrf(y1 x1;01'1)f(itx1;0t>) n and P1k
Ix1;0t)f(tI x;9t))
k=I
(I) I;0)f(w1I;;9))
> P1k K
r'>f(y. Ix;0t))f(w1 lx;;o')
k =1
36. Example
The fish data (Mug, Gallucci, Lai. 1994) consist of lengths (Y in cm) and
measured ages (W in years) for 168 fish, and true age (X in years) for a subset of
17 fish. It is desired to fit a nonlinear, von Bertalanffy growth model for the mean
fish length:
E(y Ix;01)=011[lexp{-012(X 03)}],
where 0is the asymptotic maximum length and 012 is the growth constant. A
scatter plot of the data with the naïve fitted curve is shown in Figure 3. It seems
reasonable to assume normality for the response distribution (Figure 4).
Unfortunately the lengths are only available in grouped form. The length in the
scatterplot is the group midpoints. The assumption of normality may be reasonable
for the measurement error distribution (Figure 6) but not for the marginal
distribution of x (Figure 5).Figure 3. Scatterplot of data with the naïve fitted curve
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Figure 6. Normal probability plot of Measurement Errors for 16 fish with true and
measured ages.
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The SPML results for the fish growth curve analysis are as follows:
Coefficients Value (SE)
01, 123.28 (3.2664)
012 0.1347 (0.0036)
03 0.2628 (0.2089)
Estimated variance about the regression: 18.136
Estimated measurement error variance: 0.0043
Maximized value of log likelihood:-685.98
Number of EM iterations: 29
The standard errors are obtained by using the likelihood ratio statistic for H0: 0 = 0
as an approximation to the Wald statistic, OISE(0), and solving for SE( 0) (as in
Aitkin, 1999). We prefer, however, to base tests and confidence intervals directly
on the likelihood ratio.
Roeder et al. (1996) found the fixed-grid estimates to adequately
approximate the true SPMLEs if the grid is sufficiently dense, and that a grid
spacing of no more than SD(wL)/5 was satisfactory in their investigations. For the
fish data this choice leads to K = 110. To further explore the adequacy of the
approximation, the table below shows results for the fish data (when the estimated
measurement error variance istreated as known) for the true SPML and the fixed
grid approximation. The SIMEX, and regression calibration estimates are also
displayed. The naïve estimates are those obtained by ignoring measurement error.Coefficients Fixed Grid SPML
123.28 118.54
012 0.1347 0.1554
O3 0.2628 0.692
The resulting curves are shown in Figure 7.
Figure 7. Fit of von Bertanlanffy growth model
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In this case the measurement error variance is apparently small enough so that there
is little effect and little difference between the methods.46
3.7. Simulations
The following chart shows the relative bias and mean square errors of four
estimators from 100 simulated samples generated to match the fish growth curve as
closely as possible, and with normal distributions used for ylx, wix, and x.
Relative bias (Bias 12)
Relative MSE (MSE/0122)
SPML-fixed SIMEX R.C. Naïve
-0.064 -0.119 -0.1693 -0.2337
0.0202 0.0344 0.0415 0.0667
A separate simulation study is presented here to demonstrate the efficiency
of the semiparametric maximum likelihood estimator with fixed grid points relative
to the full maximum likelihood estimator based on the correct and incorrect
distributional assumptions and other estimates. Samples of size 168 were simulated
according to a model matching the fish data example with (1) true x's generated
from a truncated normal distribution, (2) x's taken to be the actual measured ages
from the fish data, (3) x's generated from a log-normal distribution. The following
graphs show the distributions of "age" in each case:
Setting (1) and (3) are structural model simulation in that x's are repeatedly drawn
from a population. Setting (2) is functional: y's and w's are generated for a fixed set
of x's.Figure 8. The distribution for three cases
a
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For each simulated sample 5 estimators were computed: (i) the naïve
estimator that ignores measurement error (Naïve), (ii) simulation extrapolation
estimator (SIMEX), (iii) regression calibration estimator (RC), (iv) semiparametric
maximum likelihood estimator with fixed grid points (SPML), (V) true maximum
likelihood estimator based on the assumption of normality for x (MLE). The
results, for 1000 simulated samples, follow;
(1) a. measurement error variance 0.74
NaïveSIMEX RC SPMLMLE
Relative bias (Bias /O,) 0.05420.0011-0.01780.0277-0.0018
Relative MSE (MSE iO)0.011 0.00870.00670.00440.002848
b. measurement error variance 1.5
NaïveSIMEX RC SPML MLE
Relative bias (Bias/012) 0.0860.0221-0.03740.0553 0.0018
Relative MSE (MSE /0,)0.02770.026 1 0.0 1230.0086 0.0032
(2) a. measurement error variance 0.74
NaïveSIMEX RC SPMLMLE
Relative bias (Bias/02) 0.1037-0.0065-0.00810.0118-0.0169
Relative MSE (MSE /0)0.01390.00320.003 10.0023 0.0023
b. measurement errorvariance 1.5
NaïveSIMEX RC SPML MLE
Relative bias (Bias/012) 0.2123-0.0402-0.00920.0243-0.03 17
Relative MSE (MSE /0,)0.051 0.0082 0.00540.004 0.0034
(3) a. measurement error variance 0.74
NaïveSIMEX RC SPMLMLE
Relative bias (Bias /0J2) 0.0121-0.0048-0.02846.9e-6-0.0315
Relative MSE (MSE /0,)0.00220.00240.00280.00090.0024
b. measurement errorvariance 3
NaïveSIMEX RC SPMLMLE
Relative bias (Bias/017) -0.04520.1694-0.0988-0.001 -0. 101849
Relative MSE (MSE /0)0.01290.05690.01550.00250.013
For the settings in which the "MLE" is the true MLE, it has the smallest MSE,
followed by SPML, regression calibration and SIIvIEX. The SPML has a MSE
considerably smaller than "MLE" in setting (3).
Another simulation study is presented to address the adequacy of the
standard errors and Wald and likelihood ratio confidence interval for the growth
constant,°12Samples of size 168 were simulated according to a model matching
the fish data. The results, for 2000 simulated samples, follow:
(1) X - Normal, measurement error variance 0.74
Average standard error: 0.0036
Monte Carlo Standard deviation of estimator: 0.0048
Percent of samples for which
012 Wald
> upper limit of 95% CI 2
<lower limit of 95% CI 1.6
(2) X Log-normal, measurement error variance 0.74
Average standard error: 0.0154
Monte Carlo Standard deviation of estimator: 0.0085
LRT
3.1
1.3
Percent of samples for which012 WaId LRT
>upper limit of 95% CI 6.3 7.2
<lower limit of 95% CI 21.8 1.850
The latter simulation indicates some problems with Wald inference (as found in
linear regression by Schafer and Purdy, 1996). More investigations would be
needed to make any assertions about likelihood ratio inferences.
3.8. Conclusion
The obvious advantage for measurement error model regression is the
absence of a need to specify a parametric form for the distribution of the true
explanatory variable. Data analysis and simulation indicate that SPML based on the
fixed-grid approximation when extra information is available seems to provide an
adequate approximation and maximum likelihood inference can be misleading if a
parametric form forf(x) is misspecified. While there still remain questions about
computation, efficiency and robustness, we believe that what is known so far
makes SPML an attractive and flexible approach for regression with measurement
error.
It should be noted that multiplicative measurement errors can be handled
very easily by considering the regression as a function of log(x) rather than x. This
involves only a trivial change to the step for updating estimates of parameters in
f(ylr;03).
One can include additional explanatory variables, z, which can be assumed
to be free of measurement error. Assume that the measurement error distribution51
does not depend on z. Then the conditional density of y, and w, given z, may be
writtenas f(y,w,Iz;O)=Jf(y,Ix,z;O1)f(wIx;O2)f(xIz1)dx
Some choice must be made for incorporating the dependence off(xIz) onz1
without making a complete parametric specification. One simple choice is to let
= y'z1+ s, where s, is a random variable whose probability distribution is
unspecified. The regression parameter y may be easily updated within the EM
Algorithm; the support points and masses for g( s) are updated in essentially the
same as shown in Section 3.4. See also Schafer (2001).
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Chapter 4
Conclusions
In the structural model measurement error problem there are three
distributions that must be specified for full likelihood analysis: the response
distribution, the measurement error distribution, and the distribution of the true,
mismeasured explanatory variable given the other explanatory variables. Because
of the practical non-identifiability of parameters, it is also typical to include in the
analysis extra information such as a presumed known measurement error variance,
an external estimate of this, replicate measurements on a subset of cases, or true
values available on a subset of cases.
Because of this structure, the gap between fully parametric methods and
methods based on moment assumptions is wide. In general there is a distinct
advantage of likelihood and Bayesian methods that incorporate the different pieces
of the data (eg the primary data and the partial replication) into a single analysis. If
the three distributions can be correctly specified there are potentially major
advantages in efficiency and accuracy of likelihood ratio based inferences. The
drawback, though, is a potentially misleading analysis if any of the distributions are
misspecified. In addition, except for trivial distributional assumptions, the
calculations require some iterative routine with numerical integration at each
iteration.55
With the semiparametric maximum likelihood approach the distribution of
the true, mismeasured explanatory variable given the other explanatory variables is
unspecified and estimated by nonparametric maximum likelihood. This not only
alleviates the need for an extra data exploration step and the concern over
robustness of the problematic distribution, but also can be accomplished with
computations that are more straightforward and more transparent than full
likelihood analysis.
This thesis has followed up on the works by Roeder et al. (1996) and
Schafer (2001). Although not the first to suggest the semiparametric maximum
likelihood approach, Roeder et al. were apparently the first to demonstrate its
practical use. They used the SPML calculations based on the fixed-grid
approximation to estimate parameters in a logistic regression model with an
imprecisely measured covariate, from a case-control study. They pointed out that
the technique could be used more generally. Schafer (2001) followed up on the
generality by demonstrating SPML for linear regression and generalized linear
regression and showing how to formally include a variety of extra types of
information and how to include additional covariates free of error. This thesis has
attempted to combine the best parts of these two works, primarily using the fixed-
grid approximation, to provide the most transparent computational approach on
problems that are much more basic than logistic regression for case-control studies.
The transparency of computation is apparent on the following example. Suppose
that y1,x1,and w represent a response, a true explanatory variable, and a56
measurement for observation i out of n. Suppose that y given x is normal with a
linear regression and constant variance, that w is normal with mean x and known
variance, and that x is a random variable with unspecified probability distribution.
Then calculations for the SPML estimates of the parameters may be carried out by
using a fixed K and; 's, and updating the parameters at thetthiteration as follows:
Find that maximizes p1(0 ; y.Ix)
1=1 k=I
n
Compute raspIn,fork=l,...,K,
where1(0k; y, x)is the response log likelihood for case i, logf (y I x; 0 i), evaluated
atx=x,and y
IO
)f( ;;2 )
P1k K
ir'f(y1 Ix;0'>)f(Ix;;82)
The updating of O is accomplished by weighted least squares. It should be
noted that the inclusion of a quadratic-in-x term is a minor extension. Calculations
are the same; i.e. regression coefficients are updated by weighted least squares.
It should also be noted that multiplicative measurement errors can be
handled rather easily by letting w and x represent the log of the measured and true
explanatory variable, so that the regression of interest is+*exp(x).
The inclusion of additional covariates free of error, z, involve the following
change to the model: x= y + e.wheree isa random variable whose distribution
is to be estimated nonparametrically. This involves a small change to the algorithm,57
as pointed out in Section 2.5. The inclusion of product terms for interaction of x
with other explanatoiy variable is trivial.
Chapter 3 addressed the use of SPML for nonlinear regression with
measurement error. Although there is very little that is different about this situation,
it has been highlighted here because of the more pronounced simplicity of the
approach relative to other possible approaches for nonlinear regression with
measurement error.
Simulations for a few linear and non-linear regression models with
measurement error indicate the following: (1) The SPML is more efficient than
alternative methods, such as regression calibration and SIMEX, but not as efficient
as maximum likelihood based on the correct distributional assumptions. The MSE
of the SPML estimator was typically 1/2 to 1/3 as large as that for SIMEX and 2/3
that of regression calibration. It was up to twice as large as that for full maximum
likelihood however. (2)The SPML is more efficient than full likelihood analysis
that is based on incorrect distributional assumptions. (3) Likelihood ratio inferences
are more accurate than Wald inferences, but the few settings examined do not
provide any global statements about the finite sample properties of likelihood ratio
tests and confidence intervals.
One of the main contributions of this thesis has been the writing of general
purpose functions, in the S-PLUS computing language, for full SPML analysis of
linear regression models for a variety of types of extra information. The program
may be obtained from the author. A benefit of the fixed-grid plus EM Algorithm58
computational approach is that fitting statements may be provided in much the
same way that they are in the absence of measurement errors.
Further research on this topic includes a more detailed examination of the
appropriateness of the Murphy and van der Vaart (2000) profile likelihood
asymtotics to formally justify likelihood ratio and Wald inferences and perhaps to
improve upon the estimated standard errors. Further clarification of the possible
tradeoffs of the fixed-grid and vertex direction computations would be worthwhile.
Finally, the method can be easily extended to other regression situations,
particularly generalized linear models and models for survival analysis, such as
Cox regression.59
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AppendixAppendix
Help file and programs
known measurement error variance:
lm.meas<z-function(yformula, mismeasured, variance, dataframe, xformula=
NULL, K=NULL, rel.conv=0.000l, itmax=500)
w <-mismeasured
n <-length(w)
varw.x <-variance
x.formula <-xformula
63
# measurement of x
# sample size
# measurement error variance
# Starting values for regression of true x onz, using regression of w on z
if(is.null(xformula)) { xformula <- mismeasured 1
newdata<-data.frame(dataframe,list(mismeasured=w))
fitw.z <-lm(xformula, x=T, data=newdata)
gamma <-fitw.z$coef
msew.z <-sum(fitw.z$res"2)/(n-length(gamma)) # Estimate of var(wlz)
# Find grid points, using regression calibration
reliab <-(msew.z-varw.x)/msew.z # Estimate of var(xlz)/var(wiz)
reliab <-ifelse(reliab<0, 0.2, reliab)
ex.w <-fitw.z$fit + reliab*fitw.z$res # Estimate of E(xlw,z)
varx.w <(msew.zvarw.x)*(lre1iab)# Est. of var(xlw,z), assuming
normality of x
grid.min <min(ex.w)2*sqrt(varx.w) # MiE(xIw,z)2*sd(xIw,z)
grid.max <max(ex.w)+2*sqrt(varx.w) # Max. E(xlw,z)+2*sd(xlw,z)
k <-ifelse(is.null(K), ceiling((grid.max-grid.min)/(sqrt(varx.w)/5)),K)
grid <-seq(grid.min, grid.max, length=k)
# grid spacing and breaks for grid point-centered bins
gap <-(grid.max-grid.min)Ik
hbreaks <-c(grid-gap/2,max(grid+gap/2))
# initial augmented data
replicate <-function(vec) { rep(vec,k) }
wbig <-rep(w, k)
expbig <-rep(ex.w, k)
gridbig <-rep(grid, each=n)
xbig <-gridbig
z2big <-apply(fitw.z$x, 2, replicate)
n.var <-length(names(dataframe)) #number of variablesbig <-as.matrix(dataframe)
temp.mat <-matrix(rep(O, n*k*n.var), nrow=n*k, ncol=n.var)
bigset <-data.frame(temp.mat)
for(j in 1:n.var) { bigset[j]<- rep(big[,j], k)
if (all( bigset[j]==wbig)) { col.num<-j
bigsetLj]<-expbig }
names(bigset) <-names(dataframe)
fit <-lm(yformula, data=bigset)
cname <-labels(fit$coeff)
fit <-lm(yformula, data=bigset, x=T, y=T)
ybig <-fit$y # augmented response n x k
xmatrix <-fit$x
p <-dim(xmatrix)[2]
index
loglik <-rep(O, p+1)
assign("yformula",yformula,frame= 1)
assign("gridbig',gridbig,frame=l)
assign("z2big",z2big,frame= 1)
assign("ybig",ybig, frame= 1)
assign("wbig",wbig, frame= 1)
assign("col.num', col.num, frame= 1)
q <-function(gam)
xbig<-gridbig+z2big% * %gam
bigset[col.num]<-xbig
ey.xz<-lm(yformula, data=bigset)$fit
sum(pbig*(1og(dnorm(ybig, ey.xz, sqrt(vary.x))) +
log(dnorm(wlbig, xbig, sqrt(varw.x)))))
# for ioop for the SE calculation
# Starting values for regression of y on x and z, variance of regression
for(iin( 1: (p+1))) {
# Starting values for masses associated with grid points
pie<-. 1/k+.9*hist(ex.w,breaks=hbreaks,prob=T,plot=F)$counts
xmat<- xmatrix # expbig for initial vat
if(p==l & i==l) { etabig <-0
vary.x <-sum(ybig"2)/nlk } # only mismeasured
if(p=1 & i=2) {fit.red <-lm(ybigxmat -1) # variable without
beta <-fit.red$coeff # intercept
bigset[col.num]<-xbig
fitx <-lm(yformula, data=bigset, x=T)65
xmat <-fitx$x
etabig <beta*xmat
vary.x <-sum((ybig-etabig)"2)/(n- 1)/k}
if(p==2&all(xmat[,1]!=rep(1, n*k)))
fit.red <-lsfit(xmat[, index !=i], ybig, intercept=F)
beta <-fit.red$coef
bigset[col.num]<-xbig #one mismeasured
fitx <-lm(yformula, data=bigset, x=T)# and another var.
xmat <-fitx$x #without intercept
etabig <-xmat{,index !=i} *beta
if(i==3){etabig<-xmat[,index =1]% *%beta}
vary.x<-sum((ybig-etabig)'2)/(n-1ength(beta))/k
if(p==2&all(xmat[,1]==rep(1, n*k))) {# one mismeasured var w/ intercept
if(i==l){ fit.red <-lm(ybig--xmat[,2}-1)
beta<-fit.red$coeff
bigset[col.num]<-xbig
fitx<-lm(yformula, data=bigset, x=T)
xmat<-fitx$x
etabig <beta*xmat[,2]
vary.x <-sum((ybig-etabig)"2)I(n- 1)/k
if( i==2){beta<-mean(ybig)
etabig <-beta
vary.x <-var(ybig)
if(i==3){ fit.red <-lm(ybig-xmat[,2J)
beta<-fit.red$coeff
bigset[col.num]<-xbig
fitx<-Im(yformula, data=bigset, x=T)
xmat<-fitx$x
etabig<-xmat%*%beta
vary.x <sum((ybigetabig)'¼2)/(n2)/k
}}
if(p>2){ fit.red<-lm.fit(xmat{, index!=i}, ybig)
beta<-fit.red$coeff
bigset[col.num]<-xbig
fitx<-Im(yformula, data=bigset, x=T)
xmat<-fitx$x
etabig <-xmat[,index !=i] %*%beta
vary.x <-sum((ybig-etabig)"2)/(n-length(beta))Ik
# initialize convergence details
it.num <-0
theta.old<-c(beta, 10* gamma, log(vary.x))
# begin EM algorithm
repeat {it.num <-it.num+1
pibig <-rep(pie, each=n)
fy.x <-dnorm(ybig, etabig, sqrt(vary.x))
fw.x <-dnorm(wbig, xbig, sqrt(varw.x))
pgbig <pibig*fy.x*fw.x
pgmat <-matrix(pgbig, nrow=n,ncol=k, byrow=F)
rowsums <-pgmat %*% rep(1,k)
divisor <-rep(rowsums,k)
divisor <-ifelse(divisor< 1 e-200, 1 e-200,divisor)
pbig <-pgbigldivisor
loglik[i] <-sum(log(rowsums))
# update parameters in regression of y on x and z
if(p== 1&i== 1){ #1 var and no intercept
vary.x <sum(pbig*ybig1\2)/n
if(p==1&i==2)
fity <-lm(ybig--xmat -1, weights=pbig)
beta <-fity$coeff
etabig <-fity$fitted
varyx <sum(pbig*(ybigetabig)I2)/n
if(p==2&aIl(xmat[,1]!=rep(1, n*k)))
fity <-lsfit(xmat[, index!=iIl,ybig, intercept=F ,wt=pbig)
beta <-fity$coef
etabig <-ybig-fity$residuals
vary.x <sum(pbig*(ybigetabig)f%2)/n
}
if(p==2&all(xmat[,1 ]==rep( 1 ,n*k)))
if( i==1 I i==3)
if(i==1){ fity<-lm(ybig--xmat[,2]-1, weights=pbig)
if(i==3){ fity<-Im(ybig-- xmat[,2], weights=pbig)
beta<-fity$coeff
etabig <-fity$fitted
vary.x <sum(pbig*(ybigetabig)A2)/n
if( i==2){beta<sum(pbig*ybig)/n
etabig <-beta
vary.x <sum(pbig*(ybigetabig)I\2)/n
if(p>2){ weighted.x<sqrt(pbig)*xmat
weighted.y<sqrt(pbig)*ybig
fity <-lm.fit(weighted.x[,index !=i], weighted.y)
beta <-fity$coeff
etabig <-fity$fitted
vary.x <sum(pbig*(ybigetabig)I\2)/n
# update parameters in regression of x on z
if( is.nulI(x.formula) != T) {67
assign( "bigset", bigset, frame= 1)
assign("fity', fity, frame1)
assign("pbig", pbig, frame=1)
assign('vary.x', vary.x, frame=1)
assign(varw.x", varw.x, frame=1)
gamma <-nlmin(q,gamma,max.iter=2)$x
xbig <-gridbig + z2big%*%gamma
bigset[col.numj <-xbig
fit <-lm(yformula, data=bigset, x=T)
xmat <-fit$x
# update masses
pmat <-matrix(pbig, nrow=n, ncol=k, byrow=F)
pie <-rep( 1 ,n) %*% pmatln
pie <-ifelse(pie<le-200, le-200,pie)
# check convergence
theta.new<-c(beta, 10* gamma, log(vary.x))
max.abs<z-max(abs(theta.new-theta.old)/theta.new)
if(max.abs<rel.conv) { break}
if(it.num=itmax) {cat("failed to converge in",itmax,"EM steps.\n", sep="\t")
break}
theta.old <-theta.new
} # end EM steps
} # end for ioop (SE)
z <-rep(0,p)
se <-rep(0,p)
p.val<-rep(0,p)
for (i in 1: p)
z[iJ<2*(Iog1ik[i]_Iog1ik[p+ 1])
se[i]<-abs(beta[i])/sqrt(abs(z[i]))
p.val[i]<-1-pchisq(z[iJ, 1)}
structure(list(loglik=loglik, beta=beta, sigy.x=vary.x, sigw.x=varw.x, se=se,
p.val=p.val, x=grid, prob=pie, k=k, it.num=it.num, cname=cname),
class="my.spml")
}
internal replication:
lm.meas.rep<-function(yformula, mismeasured, internal.rep, dataframe, xformula =
NULL, K=NULL, rel.conv=0.0001, itmax=500) {
wi <-mismeasured # measurement of x
w2 <-internal.rep
v <-ifelse(is.na(w2), 0, 1)68
w2 <-ifelse(is.na(w2), 0, w2)
n <-length(w 1) # sample size
w <-wl[v==1]-w2[v==1]
varw.x <-var(w)/2 # measurement error variance
x.formula <-xformula
# Starting values for regression of true x on z, using regression ofw on z
if(is.null(xformula)) { xformula <-mismeasured- 1
newdata<-data.frame(dataframe,Iist(mismeasured=w))
fitw.z <-lm(xformula, x=T, data=newdata)
gamma <-fitw.z$coef
msew.z <-sum(fitw.z$res"2)/(n-length(gamma)) # Estimate of var(wlz)
# Find grid points, using regression calibration
reliab <-(msew.z-varw.x)Imsew.z # Estimate of var(xlz)/var(wlz)
reliab <-ifelse(reliab<0, 0.2, reliab)
ex.w <-fitw.z$fit + reliab*fitw.z$res # Estimate of E(xlw,z)
varx.w <(msew.zvarw.x)*(1re1iab)# Est. of var(xlw,z), assuming
normality of x
grid.min <min(ex.w)2*sqrt(varx.w) # Mm. E(xIw,z)2*sd(xIw,z)
grid.max <max(ex.w)+2*sqrt(varx.w) # Max. E(xlw,z)+2*sd(xlw ,z)
k <-ifelse(is.null(K), ceiling((grid.max-grid.min)/(sqrt(varx.w)15)),K)
grid <-seq(grid.min, grid.max, length=k)
# grid spacing and breaks for grid point-centered bins
gap <-(grid.max-grid.min)Ik
hbreaks <-c(grid-gap/2,max(grid+gap/2))
#initial augmented data
replicate <-function(vec){rep(vec,k)
w 1 big <-rep(w 1, k)
w2big <-rep(w2, k)
vbig <-rep(v, k)
expbig <-rep(ex.w, k)
gridbig <-rep(grid, each=n)
xbig <-gridbig
z2big <-apply(fitw.z$x, 2, replicate)
n.var <-length(names(dataframe)) #number of variables
big <-as.matrix(datafrarne)
temp.mat <-matrix(rep(0, n*k*n.var), nrow=n*k, ncol=n.var)
bigset <-data.frame(temp.mat)
for(j in 1:n.var) { bigset[j]<- rep(big[,j], k)
if (all( bigset[j]==wbig)) { col.num<-j
bigset[j}<-expbig}names(bigset) <-names(dataframe)
fit <-lm(yformula, data=bigset)
cname <-labels(fit$coeff)
fit <-lm(yformula, data=bigset, x=T, y=T)
ybig <-fit$y # augmented response n x k
xmatrix <-fit$x
p <-dim(xmatrix)[2]
index
loglik <-rep(O, p+l)
assign("yformula" ,yformula,frame= 1)
assign("gridbig" ,gridbig,frame= 1)
assign("z2big",z2big,frame= 1)
assign("ybig",ybig, frame= 1)
assign("wlbig",wlbig, frame=1)
assign("w2big",w2big, frame= 1)
assign("vbig",vbig, frame=1)
assign("col.num", col.num, frame= 1)
q <-function(gam) {
xbig<gridbig+z2big%*%gam
bigset[col.num]<-xbig
ey.xz<-lm(yformula, data=bigset)$fit
sum(pbig*(log(dnorm(ybig, ey.xz, sqrt(vary.x))) +
log(dnorm(wlbig, xbig, sqrt(varw.x))) +
log(dnorm(w2big, xbig, sqrt(varw.x))Avbig)))
# for ioop for the SE calculation
# Starting values for regression of y on x and z, variance of regression
for(iin( 1 :(p-i-l)))
# Starting values for masses associated with grid points
pie<-. 1Iki.9*hist(ex.w,breaks=hbreaks,prob=T,p1ot=F)$counts
xmat<- xmatrix # expbig for initial val.
if(p==1 & i==1) { etabig <-0
vary.x<-sum(ybig'2)/nIk } # only mismeasured
if(p= 1 & i==2) { fit.red <-lm(ybigxmat -1) # variable without
beta <-fit.red$coeff # intercept
bigset[col.num]<-xbig
fitx <-lm(yformula, data=bigset, x=T)
xmat <-fitx$x
etabig <beta*xmat
vary.x <-sum((ybig-etabig)'2)/(n- 1)/k }
if(p==2 & all(xmat[,l] != rep(1, n*k)))70
fit.red <-lsfit(xmat[, index !=iJ, ybig, intercept=F)
beta <-fit.red$coef
bigset[col.num]<z-xbig # one mismeasured
fitx <-lm(yformula, data=bigset, x=T)# and another var.
xmat <-fitx$x # without intercept
etabig <-xmat[,index !=i] *beta
if(i==3) { etabig<-xmat[,index !=i] % * %beta }
vary.x <-sum((ybig-etabig)'2)/(n-Iength(beta))Ik }
if(p==2 & all(xmat{,1] == rep(1, n*k))) {# one mismeasured var w/ intercept
if(i==1) { fit.red <-lm(ybig-xmat[,2J-1)
beta<-fit.red$coeff
bigset{col.num]<-xbig
fitx<-lm(yformula, data=bigset, x=T)
xmat<-fitx$x
etabig <beta*xmat[,2]
vary.x <-sum((ybig-etabig)"2)/(n- 1)/k
if( i==2){beta<-mean(ybig)
etabig <-beta
vary.x <-var(ybig)
if(i==3){ fit.red <-lm(ybig-xmat[,2])
beta<-fit.red$coeff
bigset[col.num]<-xbig
fitx<-lm(yformula, data=bigset, x=T)
xmat<-fitx$x
etabig<-xmat%*%beta
vary.x <-sum((ybig-etabig)"2)/(n-2)/k
if(p>2){ fit.red<-lm.fit(xmat[, index!=i}, ybig)
beta<-fit.red$coeff
bigset[col.num]<-xbig
fitx<-lm(yformula, data=bigset, x=T)
xmat<-fitx$x
etabig<-xmat[,index !=i}% *%beta
vary.x<-sum((ybig-etabig)"2)/(n-length(beta))/k
# initialize convergence details
it.num <O
theta.o1d<c(beta,1O* gamma, log(vary.x), log(varw.x))
# begin EM algorithm
repeat {
it.num <-it.num+1
pibig <-rep(pie, each=n)
fy.x <-dnorm(ybig, etabig, sqrt(vary.x))
fwl.x <-dnorm(wlbig, xbig, sqrt(varw.x))71
fw2.x <-dnorm(w2big, xbig, sqrt(varw.x))'vbig
pgbig <pibig*fy.x*fw 1 .x*fw2.x
pgmat <-matrix(pgbig, nrow=n,ncol=k, byrow=F)
rowsums <-pgmat %*% rep(1,k)
divisor <-rep(rowsums,k)
divisor <-ifelse(divisor< 1 e-200, 1 e-200,divisor)
pbig <-pgbig/divisor
loglik{i] <-sum(log(rowsums))
# update parameters in regression of y on x and z
if(p== 1 & i== 1) { # 1 var and no intercept
vary.x <sum(pbig*ybig/2)/n }
if(p==1 & i==2)
fity <-lm(ybig--xmat -1, weights=pbig)
beta <-fity$coeff
etabig <-fity$fitted
vary.x <sum(pbig*(ybigetabig)/2)/n
if(p==2 & aIl(xmat[,1] != rep(1, n*k))) {
fity <-lsfit(xmat[, index!=i], ybig, intercept=F ,wt=pbig)
beta <-fity$coef
etabig <-ybig-fity$residuals
vary.x <sum(pbig*(ybigetabig)t2)/n
if(p==2 & alI(xmat{,1J==rep(1,n*k))) {
if( i==1 I i==3)
if(i==1) { fity<-lm(ybig--xmat{,2]-1, weights=pbig)
if(i==3) { thy<-lm(ybig xmat[,2], weights=pbig)
beta<-fity$coeff
etabig <-fity$fitted
vary.x <sum(pbig*(ybigetabig)2)/n
}
if( i==2){ beta<sum(pbig*ybig)/n
etabig <-beta
vary.x <sum(pbig*(ybigetabig)/2)/n
if(p>2){ weighted.x<sqrt(pbig)*xmat
weighted.y<sqrt(pbig)*ybig
fity <-lm.fit(weighted.x[,index !=i], weighted.y)
beta <-fity$coeff
etabig <-fity$fitted
vary.x <sum(pbig*(ybigetabig)1\2)/n
# update parameters in regression of x on z
if( is.nuIl(x.formula) != T) {
assign("bigset", bigset, frame=1)
assign(lity't, fity, frame=1)
assign("pbig", pbig, frame=1)72
assign("vary.x", vary.x, frame=1)
assign('varw.x", varw.x, frame=1)
gamma <-nlmin(q,gamma,max.iter=2)$x
xbig <-gridbig + z2big%*%gamma
bigset[col.numj <-xbig
fit <-lm(yformula, data=bigset, x=T)
xmat <-fit$x
# update varw.x in fw 1 .x and fw2.x
varw.x <sum(pbig*((w 1 big-xbig)"2 + Vbig*(w2big
xbigy2))/sum(pbig*( 1 +vbig))
# update masses
pmat <-matrix(pbig, nrow=n, ncol=k, byrow=F)
pie <-rep(1,n) %*% pmat/n
pie <-ifelse(pie< 1 e-200, 1 e-200,pie)
# check convergence
theta.new<-c(beta, 10* gamma, log(vary.x), log(varw.x))
max.abs<-max(abs(theta.new-theta.old)/theta.new)
if(max.abs<rel.conv) { break }
if(it.num==itmax) {cat("failed to converge in",itmax,"EM steps.\n", sep="\t")
break}
theta.old <-theta.new
# end EM steps
# end for ioop (SE)
z <-rep(0,p)
se <-rep(0,p)
p.val<-rep(0,p)
for (i in 1: p)
z[i]<_2*(1og1ik[i]_1og1ik[pi 1])
se[i}<-abs(beta[i})/sqrt(abs(z [i]))
p.val[i]<-1-pchisq(z[i], 1)}
structure(list(loglik=loglik, beta=beta, sigy.x=vary.x, sigw.x=varw.x, se=se,
p.val=p.val, x=grid, prob=pie, k=k, it.num=it.num, cname=cname),
class="my.spml")
}
internal validation:
lm.meas.val<-function(yformula, mismeasured, internal.val, dataframe, xformula =
NULL, K=NULL, rel.conv=0.0001, itmax=500) {
w <-mismeasured # measurement of x
x <-internal.valn <-length(w)
x.formula <-xformula
# sample size
73
n.x <-length(x[ !is.na(x)})
varw.x <-sum(wj!is.na(x)]-x[!is.na(x)f)'2/n.x # measurement error variance
# Starting values for regression of true x on z, using regression ofw on z
if(is.null(xformula)) { xformula <-mismeasured 1
newdata<-data.frame(dataframe,list(mismeasured=w)) }
fitw.z <-lm(xformula, x=T, data=newdata)
gamma <-fitw.z$coef
msew.z <-sum(fitw.z$res"2)/(n-Iength(gamma)) # Estimate of var(wlz)
# Find grid points, using regression calibration
reliab <-(msew.z-varw.x)Imsew .z #Estimate of var(xLz)/var(wz)
reliab <-ifelse(reliab<0, 0.2, reliab)
exp.w <-fitw.z$ fit+reliab*fitw.z$res #Estimate of E(xlw,z)
ex.w <-ifelse(is.na(x), exp.w, x)
varx.w <(msew.zvarw.x)*( l-reliab)# Est. of var(xlw,z), assuming
normality of x
grid.min <min(ex.w)2*sqrt(varx.w) #Mm. E(xIw,z)2*sd(xIw,z)
grid.max <max(ex.w)+2*sqrt(varx.w) #Max. E(xIw,z)+2*sd(xw,z)
K <-ifelse(is.null(K), ceiling((grid.max-grid.min)/(sqrt(varx.w)/5)-
n.x), K-
n.x)
grid <-seq(grid.min, grid.max, length=K)
supp.x <-sort(c(x,grid))
supp <-supp.x [diff(supp.x)>0]
k <-length(supp) #possible to be different from input
K
print(k)
#grid spacingand breaks for grid point-centered bins
gap <-(max(supp)-min(supp))Ik
hbreaks <-c(supp-gapf2,max(supp-i-gap/2))
#initial augmented data
replicate <-function(vec){rep(vec,k)}
wbig <-rep(w, k)
expbig <-rep(ex.w, k)
gridbig <-rep(supp, each=n)
xbig <-gridbig
z2big <-apply(fitw.z$x, 2, replicate)
n.var <-length(names(dataframe)) #number of variables
big <-as.matrix(dataframe)
temp.mat <-matrix(rep(0, n*k*n.var), nrow=n*k, ncol=n.var)74
bigset <-data.frame(temp.mat)
for(j in 1:n.var){bigset[j}<- rep(big[,j}, k)
if (all( bigset[j]==wbig)){col.num<-j
bigset[jJ<-expbig}}
names(bigset) <-names(dataframe)
fit <-lm(yfonnula, data=bigset)
cname <-labels(fit$coeff)
fit <-lm(yformula, data=bigset, x=T, y=T)
ybig <-fit$y # augmented response n x k
xmatrix <-fit$x
p <-dim(xmatrix)[2]
index
loglik <-rep(O, p+l)
assign("yformula",yformula,frame= 1)
assign("gridbig",gridbig,frame= 1)
assign("z2big",z2big,frarne= 1)
assign("ybig",ybig, frame=1)
assign("wbig",wbig, frame=1)
assign("col.num", col.num, frame= 1)
q <-function(gam){
xbig<-gridbig+z2big%*%gam
bigset[col.num]<-xbig
ey.xz<-lm(yformula, data=bigset)$fit
sum(pbig*(log(dnorm(ybig, ey.xz, sqrt(vary.x)))+
log(dnorm(wlbig, xbig, sqrt(varw.x)))))
# for ioop for the SE calculation
# Starting values for regression of y on x and z, variance of regression
for(iin( 1: (pl)))
# Starting values for masses associated with grid points
pie <-.1Iki.9*hist(ex.w,breaks=hbreaks,prob=T,p1ot=F)$counts
xmat<-xmatrix # expbig for initial val.
if(p== 1 & i== 1){etabig <-0
vary.x <-sum(ybig"2)/nlk} # only mismeasured
if(p=1 & i=2) {fit.red <-lm(ybig--xmat -1) # variable without
beta <-fit.red$coeff # intercept
bigset[col.num]<-xbig
fitx <-lm(yformula, data=bigset, x=T)
xmat <-fitx$x
etabig <beta*xmat75
vary.x <-sum((ybig-etabigY2)/(n- 1)/k }
if(p=2 & all(xmat[,1] != rep(1, n*k))) {
fit.red <-lsfit(xmat[, index!=i], ybig, intercept=F)
beta <-fit.red$coef
bigset[col.num}<-xbig # one mismeasured
fitx <-Im(yformula, data=bigset, x=T)# and another var.
xmat <-fitx$x # without intercept
etabig <-xmat[,index !=i] *beta
if(i==3){ etabig<xmat[,index!=i]%*%beta
vary.x <-sum((ybig-etabig)"2)/(n-length(beta))/k
if(p==2 & all(xmat[,1] = rep(1, n*k))) {# one mismeasuredvar w/ intercept
if(i==1) { fit.red <-lm(ybig--xmat[,2]-1)
beta<-fit.red$coeff
bigset{col.num]<-xbig
fitx<-lm(yformula, data=bigset, x=T)
xmat<-fitx$x
etabig <beta*xmat[,2]
vary.x
if( i==2) {beta
etabig
vary.x
if(i==3) { fit.red
beta
<-sum((ybig-etabig)'2)/(n- 1)/k
<-mean(ybig)
<-beta
<-var(ybig)
<-lm(ybig--xmat[,21)
<-fit.red$coeff
bigset[col.num]<-xbig
fitx<-Im(yformula, data=bigset, x=T)
xmat<-fitx$x
etabig<-xmat% *%beta
vary.x <-sum((ybig-etabig)"2)/(n-2)/k
if(p>2) { fit.red <-lm.fit(xmat[, index!=i], ybig)
beta<-fit.red$coeff
bigset[coLnum]<-xbig
fitx<-lm(yformula, data=bigset, x=T)
xmat<-fitx$x
etabig <-xmat{,index !=i] %*%beta
vary.x <-sum((ybig-etabig)"2)/(n-length(beta))/k }
# initialize convergence details
it.num <-0
theta.old<-c(beta, 10* gamma, log(vary.x), log(varw.x))
# begin EM algorithm
repeat
it.num <-it.num+1
pibig <-rep(pie, each=n)76
fy.x <-dnorm(ybig, etabig, sqrt(vary.x))
fw.x <-dnorm(wbig, xbig, sqrt(varw.x))
pgbig <pibig*fy.x*fw.x
pgmat <-matrix(pgbig, nrow=n,ncol=k, byrow=F)
rowsums <-pgmat %*% rep(1,k)
divisor <-rep(rowsums,k)
divisor <-ifelse(divisor< 1 e-200, 1 e-200,divisor)
pbig <-pgbig/divisor
loglik[i] <-sum(log(rowsums))
# update parameters in regression of y on x and z
if(p==1 & i==1) { # 1 var and no intercept
vary.x <sum(pbig*ybigA2)/n }
if(p=1 & i==2)
fity <-lm(ybig--xmat -1, weights=pbig)
beta <-fity$coeff
etabig <-fity$ fitted
vary.x <sum(pbig*(ybigetabig)I\2)/n }
if(p==2 & aIl(xmat[,1] != rep(1, n*k)))
fity <-lsfit(xmat[, index!=i], ybig, intercept=F ,wt=pbig)
beta <-fity$coef
etabig <-ybig-fity$residuals
vary.x <sum(pbig*(ybigetabig)A2)/n
if(p==2 & all(xmat[, 1 }==rep( 1 ,n*k)))
if( i==1 I i==3)
if(i==1) { fity<-lm(ybigxmat[,2]-1, weights=pbig)
if(i==3) { fity<-lm(ybig-- xmat[,2}, weights=pbig)
beta<-fity$coeff
etabig <-fity$fitted
vary.x <sum(pbig*(ybigetabig)'2)In)
if( i==2){beta<sum(pbig*ybig)/n
etabig <-beta
vary.x <sum(pbig*(ybigetabig)P2)/n
}
if(p>2) weighted.x<sqrt(pbig)*xmat
weighted.y<sqrt(pbig)*ybig
fity <-lm.fit(weighted.x[,index !=i], weighted.y)
beta <-fity$coeff
etabig <-fity$ fitted
vary.x <sum(pbig*(ybigetabig)\2)/n
# update parameters in regression of x on z
if( is.null(x.formula) != T)
assign('bigset", bigset, frame=1)
assign("fity", fity, frame=1)assign("pbig', pbig, frame=1)
assign("vary.x", vary.x, frame=1)
assign("varw.x", varw.x, frame=1)
gamma <-nlmin(q,gainma,max.iter=2)$x
xbig <-gridbig + z2big%*%gamma
bigset[col.num] <-xbig
fit <-lm(yformula, data=bigset, x=T)
xmat <-fit$x
# update varw.x in f(wlx)
varw.x <sum(pbig*(wbigxbigy2)/n
# update masses
pmat <-matrix(pbig, nrow=n, ncol=k, byrowF)
pie <-rep(1,n) %*% pmat/n
pie <-ifelse(pie< 1 e-200, 1 e-200,pie)
# check convergence
theta.new<z-c(beta, 10* gamma, log(vary.x), log(varw.x))
max.abs<z-max(abs(theta.new-theta.old)/theta.new)
if(max.absre1.conv) { break}
if(it.num==itmax) {cat("failed to converge in",itmax,"EM steps.\n", sep="\t")
break}
theta.old <-theta.new
} # end EM steps
} # end for ioop (SE)
z <-rep(0,p)
se <-rep(0,p)
p.val<-rep(0,p)
for (i in 1: p)
z[i}<__2*(1og1ik[i]_1ogIik[pi11)
se[i]<-abs(beta[i])/sqrt(abs(z[i]))
p.val[i]<-1-pchisq(z[i], 1) }
structure(list(Ioglik=Ioglik, beta=beta, sigy.x=vary.x, sigw.x=varw.x,se=se,
p.val=p.val, x=grid, prob=pie, k=k, it.num=it.num, cname=cname),
class="my.spml")
external estimation:
lm.meas.ext<-function(yformula, mismeasured, est.variance,v, dataframe, xformula
= NULL, K=NULL, rel.conv=0.0001, itmax=500)
w <-mismeasured # measurement of x
n <-Iength(w) # sample size78
varw.x <-est.variance # measurement error variance
x.formula <-xformula
# Starting values for regression of true x on z, using regression of w on z
if(is.null(xformula)) { xformula <-mismeasured-- 1
newdata<-data.frame(dataframe,list(mismeasured=w))
fitw.z <-lm(xformula, x=T, data=newdata)
gamma <-fitw.z$coef
msew.z <-sum(fitw.z$res'2)/(n-length(gamma)) # Estimate of var(wlz)
# Find grid points, using regression calibration
reliab <-(msew.z-varw.x)/msew.z #Estimate of var(xz)/var(wz)
reliab <-ifelse(reliab<0, 0.2, reliab)
ex.w <-fitw.z$fit+reliab*fitw.z$res #Estimate of E(xlw,z)
varx.w <(msew.zvarw.x)*(1reliab)# Est. of var(xlw,z), assuming
normality of x
grid.min <min(ex.w)2* sqrt(varx.w) #Mi E(xIw,z)2*sd(xIw,z)
grid.max <max(ex.w)+2*sqrt(varx.w) #Max. E(xlw,z)+2*sd(xlw,z)
k <-ifelse(is.null(K), ceiling((grid.max-grid.min)/(sqrt(varx.w)/5)),K)
grid <-seq(grid.min, grid.max, length=k)
# grid spacing and breaks for grid point-centered bins
gap <-(grid.max-grid.min)/k
hbreaks <-c(grid-gap/2,max(grid+gap/2))
# initial augmented data
replicate <-function(vec) { rep(vec,k)
wbig <-rep(w, k)
expbig <-rep(ex.w, k)
gridbig <-rep(grid, each=n)
xbig <-gridbig
z2big <-apply(fitw.z$x, 2, replicate)
n.var <-length(naines(dataframe)) #number of variables
big <-as.matrix(dataframe)
temp.mat <-matrix(rep(0, n*k*n.var), nrow=n*k, ncol=n.var)
bigset <-data.frame(temp.mat)
for(j in 1:n.var){bigset[j]<- rep(big[,j], k)
if (all( bigset[j]==wbig))
{col.num<-j
bigset[j]<-expbig}}
names(bigset) <-names(dataframe)
fit <-lm(yformula, data=bigset)
ename <-labels(fit$coeff)
fit <-lm(yformula, data=bigset, x=T, y=I)
ybig <-fit$y # augmented response n x k79
xmatrix <-fit$x
p <-dim(xmatrix) [2]
index
loglik <-rep(O, p+l)
assign("yformula",yformula,frame= 1)
assign("gridbig" ,gridbig,frame= 1)
assign("z2big",z2big,frame= 1)
assign("ybig",ybig, frame= 1)
assign("wbig",wbig, frame=l)
assign("col.num", col.num, frame= 1)
q <-function(gam) {
xbig<gridbig+z2big%* %g
bigset[col.num]<-xbig
ey.xz<-lm(yformula, data=bigset)$fit
sum(pbig*(log(dnorm(ybig, ey.xz, sqrt(vary.x))) +
log(dnorm(wlbig, xbig, sqrt(varw.x)))))
# for ioop for the SE calculation
# Starting values for regression of y on x and z, variance of regression
for(iin( 1 :(p+l)))
# Starting values for masses associated with grid points
pie<-. lIk+.9*hist(ex.w,breaks=hbreaks,prob=T,plot=F)$counts
xmat<- xmatrix # expbig for initial val.
if(p=1 & i==1) { etabig <-0
vary.x <-sum(ybig"2)/nlk} #only mismeasured
if(p==l&i==2) {fit.red <-lm(ybigxmat -1) #variable without
beta <-fit.red$coeff #intercept
bigset[col.num]<-xbig
fitx <-lm(yformula, databigset, x=T)
xmat <-fitx$x
etabig <_beta*xmat
vary.x <-sum((ybig-etabig)"2)/(n- 1)/k}
if(p==2&all(xmat[,1}!=rep(1, n*k)))
fit.red <-lsfit(xmat[, index !=i], ybig, intercept=F)
beta <-fit.red$coef
bigset[col.num]<-xbig # one mismeasured
fitx <-lm(yformula, data=bigset, x=T)# and another var.
xmat <-fitx$x # without intercept
etabig <-xmat[,index !=i] *beta
if(i==3) { etabig<-xmat[,index !=i] % * %beta80
vary.x<-sum((ybig-etabigy2)/(n-1ength(beta))/k
if(p==2&all(xmat[,1]=rep(1, n*k))) {# one mismeasured var wi intercept
if(i==1){ fit.red <-lm(ybig--xmat[,2]-1)
beta<-fit.red$coeff
bigset[col.num]<-xbig
fitx<-lm(yformula, data=bigset, x=T)
xmat<-fitx$x
etabig <beta*xmat[,2]
vary.x <-sum((ybig-etabig)'2)/(n- 1)/k
if( i==2){beta<-mean(ybig)
etabig <-beta
vary.x <-var(ybig)
if(i==3){ fit.red <-lm(ybigxmat[,2])
beta<-fit.red$coeff
bigset[col.num]<-xbig
fitx<-lm(yformula, data=bigset, xT)
xmat<-fitx$x
etabig<xmat%* %beta
vary.x <-sum((ybig-etabig)"2)/(n-2)Ik
if(p>2){ fit.red<-lm.fit(xmat[, index!=iJ, ybig)
beta<-fit.red$coeff
bigsetco1.num]<-xbig
fitx<-1m(yformula, data=bigset, x=T)
xmat<-fitx$x
etabig<-xmat[,index !=i] %*%beta
vary.x<-sum((ybig-etabig)'2)/(n-1ength(beta))Ik
# initialize convergence details
it.num <0
theta.old<-c(beta, 10* gamma, log(vary.x), log(varw.x))
# begin EM algorithm
repeat
it.num <-it.num+1
pibig <-rep(pie, each=n)
fy.x <-dnorm(ybig, etabig, sqrt(vary.x))
fw.x <-dnorm(wbig, xbig, sqrt(varw.x))
pgbig <pibig*fy.x*fw.x
pgmat <-matrix(pgbig, nrow=n,ncol=k, byrow=F)
rowsums <-pgmat %*% rep(1,k)
divisor <-rep(rowsums,k)
divisor <-ifelse(divisor< le-200, 1 e-200,divisor)
pbig <-pgbig/divisor
loglik{i] <-sum(log(rowsums))81
# update parameters in regression of y on x and z
if(p== 1 & i== 1) { # 1 var and no intercept
vary.x <sum(pbig*ybigI2)/n }
if(p==1 & i==2)
fity <-lm(ybig--xmat -1, weights=pbig)
beta <-fity$coeff
etabig <-fity$fitted
vary.x <sum(pbig*(ybigetabigY2)/n }
if(p=2 & all(xmat[,1] != rep(1, n*k))) {
thy <-lsfit(xmat[, index!=i], ybig, interceptF ,wt=pbig)
beta <-fity$coef
etabig <-ybig-fity$residuals
vary.x <sum(pbig*(ybigetabig)I\2)/n
if(p==2 & all(xmat[, 1 ]=rep( 1 ,n*k))){
if( i==1 I i=3)
if(i==1) { fity<-lm(ybig--xmat[,2]-1, weights=pbig)
if(i==3) { fity<-lm(ybig-- xmat[,2J, weights=pbig)
beta<-fity$coeff
etabig <-fity$fitted
vary.x <sum(pbig*(ybigetabig)2)/n
I
if( i==2) {beta<sum(pbig*ybig)/n
etabig <-beta
vary.x <sum(pbig*(ybigetabigy2)/n
if(p>2) { weighted.x<sqrt(pbig)*xmat
weighted.y<sqrt(pbig)*ybig
fity <-lm.fit(weighted.x[,index !=i], weighted.y)
beta <-fity$coeff
etabig <-fity$fitted
vary.x <sum(pbig*(ybigetabig)2)In
# update parameters in regression of x on z
if( is.nulI(x.formula) != T) {
assign( "bigset", bigset, frame= 1)
assign("fity", fity, frame=1)
assign("pbig", pbig, frame=1)
assign(vary.x', vary.x, frame=1)
assign('varw.x", varw.x, frame=1)
gamma <-nlmin(q,gamma,max.iter=2)$x
xbig <-gndbig + z2big%*%gaxnma
bigset[col.num] <-xbig
fit <-Im(yformula, data=bigset, x=T)
xmat <-fit$x# update varw.x in f(wlx)
varw.x <(sum(pbig*(wbigxbig)f2)+v*est.variance)/(n+v)
# update masses
pmat <-matrix(pbig, nrow=n, ncol=k, byrow=F)
pie <-rep( 1 ,n) %*% pmat/n
pie <-ifelse(pie< 1 e-200, 1 e-200,pie)
# check convergence
theta.new<-c(beta, 10* gamma, log(vary.x), log(varw.x))
max.abs<z-max(abs(theta.new-theta.old)/theta.new)
if(max.abs<rel.conv) { break}
if(it.num==itmax) { cat("failed to converge in",itmax,"EM steps.\n", sep="\t")
break }
theta.old <-theta.new
} # end EM steps
} # end for loop (SE)
z <-rep(0,p)
se <-rep(0,p)
p.val<-rep(0,p)
for (i in 1: p)
z[i]<__2*(loglik[iJ_loglik[p+ 1])
se[i]<-abs(beta[i] )/sqrt(abs(z[i]))
p.val[i]<-1-pchisq(z[i, 1)
structure(list(Ioglik=loglik, beta=beta, sigy.x=vary.x, sigw.x=varw.x, se=se,
p.val=p.val, x=grid, prob=pie, k=k, it.num=it.num, cname=cname),
class="my.spml")
Help files:
lm.meas Fit Semi-Parametric Maximum Likelihood Linear Regression
Model With Known Measurement Error
DESCRIPTION
USAGE
82
Returns an object of class "lm.meas" that represents a fit of a semi-
parametric maximum likelihood linear regression model with known
measurement error.
lm.meas(yformula, mismeasured, data, variance, xformula= NULL,
K NULL, rel.conv = .0001, itmax=500)83
REQUIRED ARGUMENTS
yformula a formula that specifies the linear regression of y on x and z, but with
the variable name for w, the measurement of x, substituted for x.
mismeasured the name of the variable that contains the measurement of x.
data a data frame in which to interpret the variables named in the
formulas.
variance the measurement error variance.
OPTIONAL ARGUMENTS
xformula a formula that specifies the linear regression of x on z, again with the
variable name for the measurement of x substituted for x, and with
default being a constant.
K the number of grid points.
rel.conv the relative convergence criterion.
itmax the maximum number of iterations.
I!LU1
ALSO SEE
EXAMPLES
an object of class "lm.meas", containing the parameters, maximum
log likelihood estimate, estimated variance of response, known
measurement error variance, support points, probabilities, # of
support points, # of iterations at the end of the iteration.
lm.meas.rep, lm.meas.val, lm.meas.ext
my.data<-data.frame(list(y=resp, w=var 1, z=var2))
fit<-lm.meas( y - w + z, my.data$w, 20, my.data)
lm.meas.extFit Semi-Parametric Maximum Likelihood Linear Regression
Model with External Estimate of Measurement Error Variance
Based on v Degrees of Freedom
DESCRIPTION
USAGE
Returns an object of class "lm.meas.ext" that represents a fit of a
semi-parametric maximum likelihood linear regression model with
external estimate of measurement error variance based on v degrees
of freedom
lm.meas.ext(yformula, mismeasured, est.variance, v, data,
xformula= NULL, K NULL, rel.conv = .0001, itmax=500)
REQUIRED ARGUMENTS84
yformula a formula that specifies the linear regression of y on x and z, but with
the variable name for w, the measurement of x, substituted for x.
mismeasured the name of the variable that contains the measurement of x.
est.variancean external estimate of measurement error variance, independent of
the primary data set.
v degrees of freedom.
data a data frame in which to interpret the variables named in the
formulas.
OPTIONAL ARGUMENTS
xformula a formula that specifies the linear regression of x on z, again with the
variable name for the measurement of x substituted for x, and with
default being a constant.
K the number of grid points.
rel.conv the relative convergence criterion.
itmax the maximum number of iterations.
VALUE
ALSO SEE
EXAMPLES
an object of class "lm.meas.ext", containing the parameters,
maximum log likelihood estimate, estimated variance of response,
known measurement error variance, support points, probabilities, #
of support points, # of iterations at the end of the iteration.
lm.meas.rep, lm.meas.val, lm.meas
my.data<-data.frame(list(y=resp, w=var))
fit<-Im.meas( y - w,my.data$w, 50, 10, my.data)
lm.meas.rep Fit Semi-Parametric Maximum Likelihood Linear Regression Model
With internal replication
DESCRIPTION
Returns an object of class "lm.meas.rep" that represents a fit of a
semi-parametric maximum likelihood linear regression model with
internal
replication.
USAGE
lm.meas.rep(yformula, mismeasured, internal.rep, data, xformula=
NULL, K = NULL, rel.conv = .0001, itmax=500)85
REQUIRED ARGUMENTS
yformula a formula that specifies the linear regression of y on x and z, but with
the variable name for w, the measurement of x, substituted for x.
mismeasured the name of the variable that contains the measurement of x.
internal.repsecond measurement of x.
data a data frame in which to interpret the variables named in the
formulas.
OPTIONAL ARGUMENTS
xformula a formula that specifies the linear regression of x on z, again with the
variable name for the measurement of x substituted for x, and with
default being a constant.
K the number of grid points.
rel.conv the relative convergence criterion.
itmax the maximum number of iterations.
VALUE
ALSO SEE
EXAMPLES
an object of class "lm.meas.ext', containing the parameters,
maximum log likelihood estimate, estimated variance of response,
known measurement error variance, support points, probabilities, #
of support points, # of iterations at the end of the iteration.
lm.meas.rep, lm.meas.val, lm.meas
my.data<-data.frame(list(y=resp, w 1 =var 1, w2=var2))
fit<-lm.meas.rep( y - w 1, my.data$w 1, my.data$w2, my.data)
lm.meas.val Fit Semi-Parametric Maximum Likelihood Linear Regression Model
With Internal Validation
DESCRIPTION
USAGE
Returns an object of class "lm.meas.val" that represents a fit of a
semi-parametric maximum likelihood linear regression model with
internal validation.
lm.meas.val(yformula, mismeasured, internal.val, data, xformula=
NULL, K = NULL, rel.conv = .0001, itmax=500)
REQUIRED ARGUMENTS
yformula a formula that specifies the linear regression of y on x and z, but with
the variable name for w, the measurement of x, substituted for x.mismeasured the name of the variable that contains the measurement of x.
internal.valthe subset of true measurement of x.
data a data frame in which to interpret the variables named in the
formulas.
OPTIONAL ARGUMENTS
xformula a formula that specifies the linear regression of x on z, again with the
variable name for the measurement of x substituted for x, and with
default being a constant.
K the number of grid points.
rel.conv the relative convergence criterion.
itmax the maximum number of iterations.
VALUE
an object of class "lm.meas.val", containing the parameters,
maximum log likelihood estimate, estimated variance of response,
known measurement error variance, support points, probabilities, #
of support points, # of iterations at the end of the iteration.
ALSO SEE
lm.meas.rep, lm.meas, lm.meas.ext
EXAMPLES
my.data<-data.frame(list(y=resp, w=varl, x=var2))
fit<-lm.meas( y - w,my.data$w, my.data$x, my.data)
Print file:
print.my.spml<-function(x)
y<-x
beta<-x$beta
p <-length(beta)
cnames<-x$cname
betacz-array(beta,c(p,3))
dimnames(beta)<-list(cnames,c("Value","Std.Error","P-value"))
beta[,2}<-x$se
beta[,3] <-x$p.val
cat( "\nCoefficients: ","\n")
print(round(beta,digits=4))
cat("\nEstimated variance about regression:
round(x$sigy.x,digits=4))
cat( "\nEstimated measurement error variance: ", round(x$sigw.x,digits=4))
cat('\nMaximized value of log likelihood: ", round(x$loglik[p+1},
digits=4))
cat("\nNumber of EM iterations: ", x$it.num,"\n")87
invisible(y)}
summary.my.spmk-function(object)
structure(object, class=c('summary.my.sprni, class(object)))
print.summary.my.spmk-function(object)
beta<-object$beta
p <-length(beta)
cnames<-object$cname
beta<-array(beta,c(p,3))
dimnames(beta)<-list(cnames,c("Value","Std.Error","P-value"))
beta[,2]<-object$se
beta[,3}<-object$p.val
cat('\nCoefficients: ","\n")
print(round(beta,digits=4))
cat("\niEstimated variance of Y given true X: ",
round(object$sigy.x,digits=5))
cat("\n\nEstimated variance of W given true X: ",
round(object$sigw.x,digits=5))
cat('\n\nMaximized value of log likelihood:round(object$loglik[p+l],
digits-5))
cat("\n\nNumber of EM iterations: ", object$it.num)
cat('\n\nNumber of support points: ", object$k)
cat( "\n\nPi: ", round(object$prob,digits=3))
cat('\n\nSupport points: ", round(object$x,digits=3),"\n")
invisible (obj ect)
Nonlinear Regression Model with Measurement Error
Measurement Error Variance is Known
# write a function for mu.y.x
#rnu.y.x<-function(w,z,param) {
# param{1}*(1exp(param[2J*(wparam[3})))}
nls.meas.known<-function(response, mismeasured, meas.variance, expl.var=NA,
starter, K=NULL, rel.conv=O.001, itmax=500) {
y <-response
w <-mismeasured # measurement of x
z <-expl.var
n <-length(w) # sample size
varw.x <-meas.variance # measurement error variance88
# Find grid points, using regression calibration
reliab <-(var(w)-varw.x)/var(w)
reliab <-ifelse(reliab<0, 0.2, reliab)
ex.w <mean(w)+(wmean(w))*rel jab #Estimate of E(xlw)
varx.w <(var(w)varw.x)*(lreliab)#Est. of var(xlw), assuming
normality of x
grid.min <min(ex.w)2* sqrt(varx.w) #MiE(xIw,z)2*sd(xIw,z)
grid.max <max(ex.w)+2*sqrt(varx.w) #Max. E(xlw,z)+2*sd(xlw,z)
K <-ifelse(is.null(K), ceiling((grid.max-grid.min)/(sqrt(varx.w)/5)), K)
supp <-seq(grid.min, grid.max, length=K)
k <-length(supp) #possible to be different from input K
# grid spacing and breaks for grid point-centered bins
gap <-(max(supp)-min(supp))/k
hbreaks <-c(supp-gap/2,max(supp+gap/2))
# initial augmented data
ybig <-rep(y, k)
wbig <-rep(w, k)
zbig <-rep(z, k)
xbig <-rep(supp, each=n)
# Starting values for masses associated with grid points
pie <-. lIk+.9*hist(ex.w, breaks=hbreaks, prob=T, plot=F)$counts
etabig <-mu.y.x(xbig, zbig, param=starter)
j <-length(starter)
vary.x <-sum((ybig-etabig)"2)/(n-j)
theta<-starter
par.init <-theta
assign('ybig", ybig, frame=1)
assign("wbig", wbig, frame=l)
assign('zbig', zbig, frame=1)
assign("j', j, frame=1)
# initialize convergence details
it.num <-0
theta.old<-c(theta, log(vary.x), log(varw.x))
# begin EM algorithm
repeat {89
it.num <-it.num+1
pibig <-rep(pie, each=n)
fy.x <-dnorm(ybig, etabig, sqrt(vary.x))
fw.x <-dnorm(wbig, xbig, sqrt(varw.x))
pgbig <pibig*fy.x*fw.x
pgmat <-matrix(pgbig, nrow=n,ncol=k, byrow=F)
rowsums <-pgmat% * %rep( 1 ,k)
divisor <-rep(rowsums,k)
divisor <-ifelse(divisor< 1 e-200, 1 e-200,divisor)
pbig <-pgbigldivisor
loglik <-sum(log(rowsums))
# update parameters in f(ylx)
assign("xbig", xbig, frame=1)
assign("pbig", pbig, frame=1)
assign("vary.x, vary.x, frame=1)
assign("varw.x', varw.x, frame=1)
assign('theta", theta, frame=1)
assign("i", i, frame=1)
q <-function(p) {
e <pbig* (log(dnorm(ybig, mu.y.x(xbig,zbig, param=p),sqrt(vary.x))) +
log(dnorm(wbig, xbig, sqrt(varw.x))))
-sum(e)
result<-nlmin(q, par.init, it.max=2)
theta<-result$x
par. mit <-theta
etabig <-mu.y.x(xbig,zbig,theta)
vary.x <sum(pbig*(ybigetabig)12)/n
# update masses
pmat <-matrix(pbig, nrow=n, ncol=k, byrow=F)
pie <-rep(1,n) %*% pmat/n
pie <-ifelse(pie<le-200, le-200,pie)
# check convergence
theta.new<-c(theta, log(vary.x). log(varw.x))
max .abs<-max(abs(theta.new-theta.old)/theta.new)
if(max.abs<.rel.conv) { break}
if(it.num==itmax) { cat("failed to converge in",itmax,"EM steps.\n", sep="\t")
breakI
theta.old <-theta.new
} # end EM steps
list(loglik=loglik, param=theta, vary.x=vary.x, varw.x=varw.x, prob=pie, k=k,
it.num=it.num)90
Internal Validation
# write a function for mu.y.x
# mu.y.x<-function(w,z,param)
#param[1]*(1exp(param[2]*(wparam[3])))
# von Bertanlaffy model.
nls.meas.val<z-function(response, mismeasured, internal.val, expl.var=NA, starter,
K=NULL, rel.conv=0.000 1, itmax=500)
y <-response
w <-mismeasured # measurement of x
z <-expl.var
x <-intemal.val
n <-length(w) # sample size
x.formula <-xformula
n.x <-length(x[ !is.na(x)])
varw.x <-sum((w [ !is.na(x)]-x[ !is.na(x)J )'2)/n.x # measurement error
variance
# Find grid points, using regression calibration
reliab <-(var(w)-varw.x)/var(w)
reliab <-ifelse(reliab<0, 0.2, reliab)
exp.w <mean(w)+(wmean(w))*reliab# Estimate of E(xlw)
ex.w <-ifelse(is.na(x), exp.w, x)
varx.w <(var(w)varw.x)*(1re1iab) # Est. of var(xlw), assuming
normality of x
grid.min <min(ex.w)2*sqrt(varx.w) # MiE(xIw,z)2*sd(xIw,z)
grid.max <max(ex.w)+2*sqrt(varx.w) # Max. E(xlw,z)+2*sd(xlw,z)
x <-x{!is.na(x)]
K <-ifelse(is.null(K), ceiling((grid.max-grid.min)/(sqrt(varx.w)15)), K)
grid <-seq(grid.min, grid.max, length=K)
for(i in 1: n.x) { grid<-grid[abs(grid-x[i])>(gnd.max-grid.min)/2/K} }
supp <-sort(c(x,grid))
supp <-supp[diff(supp)>01
k <-length(supp) # possible to be different from input
K91
# grid spacing and breaks for grid point-centered bins
gap <-(max(supp)-min(supp))/k
hbreaks <-c(supp-gap/2,max(supp+gap/2))
# initial augmented data
ybig <-rep(y, k)
wbig <-rep(w, k)
zbig <-rep(z, k)
xbig <-rep(supp, each=n)
# Starting values for masses associated with grid points
pie <-.1 /k+.9*hist(ex.w, breaks=hbreaks, prob=T, plot=F)$counts
etabig <-mu.y.x(xbig, zbig, param=starter)
<-length(starter)
vary.x <sum((ybigetabig)I¼2)/(nj)
theta<-starter
par.init <-theta
assign('ybig", ybig, frame=l)
assign('wbig", wbig, frame=1)
assign('zbig, zbig, frame=l)
assign("j", j, frame=1)
# initialize convergence details
it.num <-0
theta.old<-c(theta, log(vary.x), log(varw.x))
# begin EM algorithm
repeat {
it.num <-it.num+l
pibig <-rep(pie, each=n)
fy.x <-dnorm(ybig, etabig, sqrt(vary.x))
fw.x <-dnorm(wbig, xbig, sqrt(varw.x))
pgbig <pibig*1y.x*fw.x
pgmat <-matrix(pgbig, nrow=n,ncol=k, byrow=F)
rowsums <-pgmat %*% rep(1,k)
divisor <-rep(rowsums,k)
divisor <-ifelse(divisor< 1 e-200, 1 e-200,divisor)
pbig <-pgbigldivisor
loglik <-sum(log(rowsums))92
# update parameters in f(ylx)
assign("xbig", xbig, frame=1)
assign("pbig", pbig, frame=1)
assign("vary.x", vary.x, frame=1)
assign("varw.x', varw.x, frame=1)
assign("theta', theta, frame=1)
assign("i", i, frarne=1)
q <-function(p)
e <pbig*(1og(dnorm(ybig, mu.y.x(xbig,zbig, param=p),sqrt(vary.x))) +
log(dnorm(wbig, xbig, sqrt(varw.x))))
-sum(e)
result<-nlmin(q, par.init, it.max=2)
theta<-result$x
par.init <-theta
etabig <-mu.y.x(xbig,zbig,theta)
vary.x <sum(pbig*(ybigetabig)2)/n
# update varw.x in f(wlx)
varw.x <sum(pbig*(wbigxbig)1\2)/n
# update masses
pmat <-matrix(pbig, nrow=n, ncol=k, byrow=F)
pie <-rep( 1 ,n) % * % pmatln
pie <-ifelse(pie< 1 e-200, 1 e-200,pie)
# check convergence
theta.new<-c(theta, log(vary.x), log(varw.x))
max.abs<-max(abs(theta.new-theta.olcl)/theta.new)
if(max.abs<rel.conv) { break}
if(it.num==itmax) { cat("failed to converge in",itmax,"EM steps.\n", sep="\t")
break }
theta.old <-theta.new
} #end EM steps
list(loglik=loglik, param=theta, vary.x=vary.x, varw.x=varw.x, prob=pie, k=k,
it.num=it.num)
Internal Replication
# write a function for mu.y.x
#mu.y.x<-function(w,z,param)
# param[ 1] *( 1 -exp(-param[2] *(w.param[3})))93
nls.meas.rep<z-function(response, mismeasured, internal.rep, expl.var=NA, starter,
K=NULL, rel.conv=0.001, itmax=500)
y <-response
w 1 <-mismeasured
w2 <-intemal.rep
v <-ifelse(is.na(w2),0, 1)
w2 <-ifelse(is.na(w2),0,w2)
w <-wl[v==1}-w2[v==1]
z <-expl.var
n <-length(w 1)
varw.x <-var(w)12
# measurement of x
# replication of measurement
# sample size
# measurement error variance
# Find grid points, using regression calibration
reliab <-(var(w 1 )-varw.x)/var(w 1)
reliab <-ifelse(reliab<O, 0.2, reliab)
ex.w <mean(w1)+(w1mean(w1))*re1iab # Estimate of E(xlw)
varx.w <-(var(w 1 )varw.x)*( 1 -reliab)# Est. of var(xlw), assuming normality
of x
grid.min <min(ex.w)2*sqrt(varx.w) # MiE(xIw,z)2*sd(xIw,z)
grid.max <max(ex.w)+2*sqrt(varx.w) # Max. E(xlw,z)+2*sd(xlw,z)
K <-ifelse(is.null(K), ceiling((grid.max-grid.min)/(sqrt(varx.w)/5)), K)
supp <-seq(grid.min, grid.max, length=K)
k <-length(supp) # possible to be different from input
K
# grid spacing and breaks for grid point-centered bins
gap <-(max(supp)-min(supp))/k
hbreaks <-c(supp-gap/2,max(supp+gap/2))
# initial augmented data
ybig <-rep(y, k)
w 1 big <-rep(w 1, k)
w2big <-rep(w2, k)
vbig <-rep(v, k)
zbig <-rep(z, k)
xbig <-rep(supp, each=n)
# Starting values for masses associated with grid points
pie <-. 1/k+.9*hist(ex.w, breaks=hbreaks, prob=T, plot=F)$counts
etabig <-mu.y.x(xbig, zbig, param=starter)
j <-length(starter)94
vary.x <sum((ybigetabig)A2)/(nj)
theta<-starter
par.init <-theta
assign("ybig", ybig, frame=1)
assign("wlbig", wibig, frame=1)
assign('w2big", w2big, frame=1)
assign("vbig", vbig, frame=1)
assign("zbig", zbig, frame=1)
assign("j", j, frame=1)
# initialize convergence details
it.num <O
theta.old<-c(theta, log(vary.x), log(varw.x))
# begin EM algorithm
repeat {
it.num <-it.num+l
pibig <-rep(pie, each=n)
fy.x <-dnorm(ybig, etabig, sqrt(vary.x))
fw 1 .x <-dnorm(w ibig, xbig, sqrt(varw.x))
fw2.x <-dnorm(w2big, xbig, sqrt(varw.x))"vbig
pgbig <pibig*fy.x*fwl.x*fw2.x
pgmat <-matrix(pgbig, nrow=n,ncol=k, byrow=F)
rowsums <-pgmat %*% rep(l,k)
divisor <-rep(rowsums,k)
divisor <-ifelse(divisor< 1 e-200, 1 e-200,divisor)
pbig <-pgbig/divisor
loglik <-sum(log(rowsums))
# update parameters in f(ylx)
assign("xbig", xbig, frame=1)
assign('pbig', pbig, frame=1)
assign("vary.x't, vary.x, frame=l)
assign("varw.x", varw.x, frame=l)
assign('theta", theta, frame=l)
assign("i", i, frame=1)
q <-function(p) {
e <pbig*(log(dnorm(ybig, mu.y.x(xbig,zbig, param=p),sqrt(vary.x))) +
log(dnorm(wlbig, xbig, sqrt(varw.x))) +
log(dnorm(w2big, xbig, sqrt(varw.x)'vbig))
-sum(e)
result <-nlmin(q, par.init, it.max=2)
theta <-result$x95
par.init <-theta
etabig <-mu.y.x(xbig,zbig,theta)
vary.x <sum(pbig*(ybigetabig)I%2)/n
# update varw.x in fwl.x and fw2.x
varw.x <sum(pbig*((w 1bigxbig)I2+vbig*(w2big
xbig)2))/sum(pbig*( 1+vbig))
# update masses
pmat <-matrix(pbig, nrow=n, ncol=k, byrow=F)
pie <-rep(1,n) %*% pmat/n
pie <-ifelse(pie< 1 e-200, 1 e-200,pie)
# check convergence
theta.new<-c(theta, log(vary.x), Iog(varw.x))
max.abs<-max(abs(theta.new-theta.old)/theta.new)
if(max.abs<rel.conv) { break}
if(it.num==itmax) { cat("failed to converge in",itmax,"EM steps.\n", sep="\t")
break }
theta.old <-theta.new
} # end EM steps
list(loglik=loglik, param=theta, vary.x=vary.x, varw.x=varw.x, probpie, k=k,
it.num=it.num)
}
External Estimate of Measurement Error Variance based on v degrees of
freedom
# write a function for mu.y.x
#mu.y.x<-function(w,z,param)
# param[1I *(1 -exp(-param[2] *(w.paiiTi[3I))) }
nls.meas.ext<-function(response, mismeasured, est.variance, v, expl.var=NA,
starter, K=NULL, rel.conv=O.001, itmax=500) {
y <-response
w <-mismeasured # measurement of x
z <-expl.var
n <-length(w) # sample size
varw.x <-est.variance # measurement error variance
# Find grid points, using regression calibration
reliab <-(var(w)-varw.x)/var(w)
reliab <-ifelse(reliab<O, 0.2, reliab)96
ex.w <mean(w)+(wmean(w))*rel jab # Estimate of E(xlw)
varx.w <(var(w)varw.x)*(lreliab) # Est. of var(xlw), assuming
normality of x
grid.min <min(ex.w)2*sqrt(varx.w) # MiE(xIw,z)2*sd(xIw,z)
grid.max <max(ex.w)+2*sqrt(varx.w) # Max. E(xlw,z)+2*sd(xlw,z)
K <-ifelse(is.null(K), ceiling((grid.max-grid.min)/(sqrt(varx.w)/5)), K)
supp <-seq(grid.min, grid.max, length=K)
k <-length(supp) # possible to be different from input
K
# grid spacing and breaks for grid point-centered bins
gap <-(max(supp)-min(supp))/k
hbreaks <-c(supp-gap/2,max(supp-i-gap/2))
# initial augmented data
ybig <-rep(y, k)
wbig <-rep(w, k)
zbig <-rep(z, k)
xbig <-rep(supp, each=n)
# Starting values for masses associated with grid points
pie <-. l/k+.9*hist(ex.w, breaks=hbreaks, prob=T, plot=F)$counts
etabig <-mu.y.x(xbig, zbig, param=starter)
j <-length(starter)
vary.x <-sum((ybig-etabig'2)/(n-j)
theta<-starter
par.init <-theta
assign("ybig", ybig, frame=l)
assign("wbig", wbig, frame=l)
assign("zbig", zbig, frame=l)
assign('j", j, frame=l)
# initialize convergence details
it.num <0
theta.olld<-c(theta, log(vary.x), log(varw.x))
# begin EM algorithm
repeat {
it.num <-it.num+l
pibig <-rep(pie, each=n)
fy.x <-dnorm(ybig, etabig, sqrt(vary.x))97
fw.x <-dnorm(wbig, xbig, sqrt(varw.x))
pgbig <pibig*fy.x*fw.x
pgmat <-matrix(pgbig, nrow=n,ncol=k, byrow=F)
rowsums <-pgmat %*% rep(1,k)
divisor <-rep(rowsums,k)
divisor <-ifelse(divisor< 1 e-200, 1 e-200,divisor)
pbig <-pgbig/divisor
loglik <-sum(log(rowsums))
# update parameters in f(ylx)
assign("xbig", xbig, frame=1)
assign("pbig", pbig, frame=1)
assign("vary.x", vary.x, frame=1)
assign("varw.x", varw.x, frame=1)
assign("theta', theta, frame= 1)
assign("i", i, frame=1)
q <-function(p) {
e <pbig*(1og(dnorm(ybig, mu.y.x(xbig,zbig, param=p),sqrt(vary.x))) +
log(dnorm(wbig, xbig, sqrt(varw.x))))
-sum(e)
result<-nlmin(q, par.init, it.max=2)
theta<-result$x
par.init <-theta
etabig <-mu.y.x(xbig,zbig,theta)
vary.x <sum(pbig*(ybigetabig)2)/n
# update varw.x in f(wlx)
varw.x <(sum(pbig*(wbigxbig)I\2)+v*est.variance)/(n+v)
# update masses
pmat <-matrix(pbig, nrow=n, ncol=k, byrow=F)
pie <-rep(l,n) %*% pmatln
pie <-ifelse(pie< 1 e-200, 1 e-200,pie)
# check convergence
theta.new<-c(theta, log(vary.x), log(varw.x))
max.abs<-max(abs(theta.new-theta.old)/theta.new)
if(max.abs<rel.conv) { break}
if(it.num==itmax) { cat("failed to converge in",itmax,"EM steps.\n", sep="\t")
breakI
theta.old <-theta.new
# end EM steps
list(Ioglik=loglik, pararn=theta, vary.x=vary.x, varw.x=varw.x, prob=pie, k=k,
it.num=it.num)Help file for nonlinear regression model with measurementerror
nls.meas.known Fit Semi-Parametric Maximum Likelihood Nonlinear Regression
Model With Known Measurement Error
DESCRIPTION
USAGE
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Returns an object of class "nls.meas.known" that represents a fit of a
semi-parametric maximum likelihood nonlinear regression model
with known measurement error.
nls.meas.known(response, mismeasured, meas.variance,
expl.var=NA, starter,K=NULL, rel.conv=O.001, itmax=500)
REQUIRED ARGUMENTS
response the name of the variable that contains the response.
mismeasured the name of the variable that contains the measurement ofx.
meas.variance the measurement error variance.
starter the initial estimate of parameters
OPTIONAL ARGUMENTS
expl.var the name of the other explanatory variable
K the number of grid points.
rel.conv the relative convergence criterion.
itmax the maximum number of iterations.
VALUE
ALSO SEE
EXAMPLES
an object of class "nls.meas.known", containing the parameters,
maximum log likelihood estimate, estimated variance of response,
known measurement error variance, support points, probabilities, #
of support points, # of iterations at the end of the iteration.
nls.meas.rep, nls.meas.val, nls.meas.ext
fit<-nls.meas.known( y, w, 2, starter=c(120,O.l))
nls.meas.valFit Semi-Parametric Maximum Likelihood Nonlinear Regression
Model with Internal Validation
DESCRIPTIONUSAGE
Returns an object of class "nls.meas.val' that represents a fit of a
semi-parametric maximum likelihood nonlinear regression model
with internal validation.
nls.meas.val(response, mismeasured, internal.val, expl.var=NA,
starter, K=NULL, rel.conv=O.00 I, itmax=500)
REQUIRED ARGUMENTS
response the name of the variable that contains the response.
mismeasured the name of the variable that contains the measurement ofx.
internal.valthe name of the variable that contains the true x.
starter the initial estimate of parameters
OPTIONAL ARGUMENTS
expl.var the name of the other explanatory variable
K the number of grid points.
rel.conv the relative convergence criterion.
itmax the maximum number of iterations.
VALUE
ALSO SEE
EXAMPLES
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an object of class "nls.meas.val", containing the parameters,
maximum log likelihood estimate, estimated variance of response,
known measurement error variance, support points, probabilities, #
of support points, # of iterations at the end of the iteration.
nls.meas.rep, nls.meas.known, nls.meas.ext
fit<-nls.meas.val( y, w, x, starter=c(120,O.l))
nls.meas.repFit Semi-Parametric Maximum Likelihood Nonlinear Regression
Model with Internal Replication
DESCRIPTION
USAGE
Returns an object of class "nls.meas.rep" that represents a fit of a
semi-parametric maximum likelihood nonlinear regression model
with internal replication.
nls.meas.rep(response, mismeasured, internal.rep, expi .var=NA,
starter, K=NULL, rel.conv=O.00l, itmax=500)REQUIRED ARGUMENTS
response the name of the variable that contains the response.
mismeasured the name of the variable that contains the measurement ofx.
internal.repthe name of the variable that contains the second measurement ofx.
starter the initial estimate of parameters
OPTIONAL ARGUMENTS
expl.var the name of the other explanatory variable
K the number of grid points.
rel.conv the relative convergence criterion.
itmax the maximum number of iterations.
VALUE
ALSO SEE
EXAMPLES
an object of class "nls.meas.rep", containing the parameters,
maximum log likelihood estimate, estimated variance of response,
known measurement error variance, support points, probabilities, #
of support points, # of iterations at the end of the iteration.
nls.meas.val, nls.meas.known, nls.meas.ext
fit<-nls.meas.rep( y, wi, w2, starter=c(120,O.l))
lm.meas.extFit Semi-Parametric Maximum Likelihood Nonlinear Regression
Model with External Estimate of Measurement Error Variance
Based on v Degrees of Freedom
DESCRIPTION
Returns an object of class "nls.meas.ext' that representsa fit of a
semi-parametric maximum likelihood nonlinear regression model
with external estimate of measurement error variance basedon v
degrees of freedom
USAGE
nls.meas.ext(response, mismeasured, est.variance, v, expl.var=NA,
starter, K=NULL, rel.conv=O.00l, itmax=500)
REQUIRED ARGUMENTS
response the name of the variable that contains the response.
mismeasured the name of the variable that contains the measurement ofx.
est.variance an external estimate of measurement error variance, independent of
the primary data set.
v degrees of freedom.starter the initial estimate of parameters
OPTIONAL ARGUMENTS
expl.var the name of the other explanatory variable
K the number of grid points.
rel.conv the relative convergence criterion.
itmax the maximum number of iterations.
VALUE
ALSO SEE
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an object of class "nls.meas.ext", containing the parameters,
maximum log likelihood estimate, estimated variance of response,
known measurement error variance, support points, probabilities, #
of support points, # of iterations at the end of the iteration.
nls.meas .val, nls.meas.known, nls.meas.rep
EXAMPLES
fit<-nls.meas.ext( y, w, 2, 10, starter=c(120,0.1))